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Dawson Creek and Area 
Economic Development Strategy 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This plan presents a new approach to economic development in the Dawson Creek area: 
one which brings together and draws on the expertise and resources of a broad range of 
community and business interests, working cooperatively to address the area's economic 
development needs. It recognizes that economic development transcends municipal 
boundaries and that representatives of other communities in the region must be involved in 
the process in order to address issues of common interest. 

The plan's economic development vision is: 

To create a positive business and community climate tllat supports expansion and 
diversification of tile Dawson Creek area economy. 

The goals in support of this vision are: 

• To promote a positive image of the Dawson Creek area. 

• To gain broad community support for economic development. 

• To promote business and investment opportunities compatible with the broader needs 
and goals ofthe community. 

• To diversify the economic base to add stability. 

• To expand and diversify the tax base. 

• To create a range of employment opportunities, particularly for local residents. 

• To supporting existing businesses and industry sectors. 

• To ensure new businesses and investment do not unfairly impact on the ability of 
existing Dawson Creek area businesses to compete. 

Six strategic objectives have been established for capitalizing upon the Dawson Creek 
area's economic development opportunities and addressing weaknesses that affect its 
competitive position. These objectives, and the supporting rationale for each, are as 
follows: 

1. To pursue and promote economic development in an organized manner. 

An organized approach is needed in order to fully capitalize upon some of the 
economie development opportunities available to the area. There must be an 
organization in place with a clear mandate and sufficient resources to be the lead 
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agency in coordinating and facilitating the pursuit and promotion of economic 
development. 

2. To diversify the primary industry sectors, particularly forestry and agriculture. 

One of the area's key strengths is its large and diverse natural resource base. The 
industries that draw on these resources are responsible for much of the economic well
being in the area, both directly and indirectly. Diversification into new products and 
markets, with a focus on value-added opportunities, will strengthen the local economy. 
The opportunities are particularly significant in the forestry and agriculture sectors. 

3. To enhance the tourism sector. 

The tourism market is growing world-wide. The Dawson Creek area already derives 
significant benefits from tourism, but it can gain more. This includes getting more out 
of the existing Alaska Highway market and securing more of the opportunities in 
growing markets, such as eco-tourism, outdoor adventure, sports and recreation. 

4. To revitalize the retail sector. 

A healthy retail sector is integral to the area's economic development. The focus needs 
to be on both reducing the spending leakage out of the area, particularly into Alberta, 
and attracting more spending from outside the community, particularly from tourists. 
Merchant support is critical to achieving this objective. 

5. To ensure that the infrastructure, services and environment needed to support 
growth are in place. 

The Dawson Creek area has much of the basic infrastructure and many of the services 
needed to attract and support development and popUlation growth. However, a number 
of areas of weakness have been identified that, if resolved, would enhance the area's 
competitive position in attracting certain opportunities. 

6. To attract new residents based on community lifestyle. 

The Dawson Creek area olTers an attractive lifestyle in terms of its natural setting, 
affordable housing, clean environment and range of amenities and services. This can be 
capitalized upon in pursuing certain markets, such as the growing retiree population 
and people whose line of work allows them flexibility in where they chose to live. 

The plan sets out strategies and actions for achieving these objectives. Some of the 
strategies will take longer than others to initiate and complete, particularly given funding 
and other resource constraints and the need to determine how the economic development 
function will be organized. These issues may take some time to resolve and an interim 
approach to funding and organization may be required. 
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The plan marks an important step in the economic development process, but it is by no 
means the endpoint of what needs to be done. The challenge now is to maintain the 
commitment, enthusiasm and involvement of the stakeholder groups and community 
volunteers in implementing the plan and ensuring that the economic development process 
remains on track and moving forward. 

Given the time frame of the plan and the nature of economic development, events may 
occur in the next several years that require adjustments to certain aspects of the plan to 
ensure the Dawson Creek area's economic development resources are most effectively and 
efficiently employed. The plan should therefore be reviewed on a regular basis so that it 
continues to meet the area's needs. This will be particularly important during the next year 
given the number of recommended strategies and actions set out in the plan and the 
outstanding issues around how the economic development function will be permanently 
organized and funded. 
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Dawson Creek and Area 
Economic Development Strategy 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A number of approaches to economic development have been taken in the Dawson Creek 
area in the past, with varying degrees of success. Dawson Creek Council concluded last 
year that a new approach is required: one which brings together and draws on the expertise 
and resources of a broad range of community and business interests, working cooperatively 
to address the area's economic development needs. Council also recognized that economic 
development transcends municipal boundaries and that representatives of other 
communities in the region must be involved in the process in order to address issues of 
common interest.' 

In response to Council's invitation for interested parties to participate in creating a new 
economic development vision for the area, four volunteer committees were formed: 
Tourism; Industry and Transportation; Retail and Image Promotion; and, a Steering 
Committee, which has been responsible for overseeing the process of creating a new 
economic development strategy. The committees havc a total of 41 members, some of 
whom serve on more than one committee (see Appendix I). 

The Consultation Process 

The Economic Development Steering Committee and subcommittees have met regularly 
over the past year to explore economic development opportunities. Guest speakers have 
been invited to committee meetings to discuss opportunities in specific industry sectors. In 
November 1997, an Economic Development Coordinator (EDC) was hired on a part-time 
contract to assist the committees in gathering information and coordinating activities. The 
EDC has also been responsible for updating the Community Profile for the City of Dawson 
Creek. 

Work on preparing this economic development strategy plan began in January, when the 
consulting firms of Eric Vance & Associates and Harris Hudema Consulting Group 
Limited were retained to assist the Steering Committee. 

An initial round of eighteen meetings was held January 15-17 at which a member of the 
consulting team met with the Steering Committee, three subcommittees and other groups 

• For the purposes of this economic development strategy, the Dawson Creek area is defined as including the 
City of Dawson Creek, Village of Pouce Coupe, all of Electoral Area D, and that portion of Electoral Area E 
lying east of Murray River. The remainder of Electoral Area E is currently part of the Chetwynd and Area 
Joint Economic Development Commission. 
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and individuals in the community to explain the purpose of the process and to begin 
collecting information. A second round of meetings was held February 12-14 at which the 
Dawson Creek area's economic development strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats were discussed, priorities for action identified and organizational options reviewed. 
This second round of meetings included a three-hour Public Workshop on February 12 
open to all members of the community. The final meeting is to be held in May at which the 
Steering Committee and consultants will present the final version of the plan to the public. 

A list of individuals who provided information for the plan, including participants at the 
Public Workshop, is contained in Appendix II. 

Maintaining the Momentum 

This plan marks an important step in the economic development process. It explains why 
an organized approach to economic development is important to the Dawson Creek area, 
the economic development goals and objectives that have been selected, and how economic 
development will be promoted and pursued over the next three years. However, the plan is 
by no means the end of the process. The challenge now is to maintain the commitment, 
enthusiasm and involvement of the stakeholder groups and community volunteers in 
implementing the plan and ensuring that the economic development process remains on 
track and moving forward. 

Organization of The Plan 

The remainder of this plan is divided into seven sections: 

Section 11 defines economic development, explains why an economic development strategy 
is important to the Dawson Creek area, and identifies the economic development goals. 

Section 111 contains a summary socio-economic profile of the Dawson Creek area and 
identifies trends that will influence economic development opportunities in the area. 

Section IV presents a brief review of activity in each key industry sector of the local 
economy and the issues and opportunities pertinent to the economic development strategy. 

Section V evaluates the Dawson Creek area's overall competitive position and identifies the 
economic development objectives. 

Section VI presents the strategies and actions for meeting the economic development 
objectives and the results expected as a means of monitoring progress. 

Section V11 discusses the organizational and funding issues that must be addressed in order 
to implement the plan. 

Section V11I is the conclusion to the plan. 

II. THE NEED FOR AN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
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This section of the plan defines economic development, explains why an organized 
approach to promoting and pursuing economic development is needed, and identifies the 
Dawson Creek area's economic development goals. 

Defining Economic Development 

The standard definition of economic development is growth and diversification of a 
community or region's economic base. 

Attracting and supporting investment, businesses and jobs is an important part of enhancing 
the quality of life for residents of a community, which is the primary objective of any local 
government. As such, economic development has become more widely recognized in 
recent years as a integral part of community development rather than an optional "add-on" 
that communities mayor may not choose to pursue. 

In reality, communities are continuously making decisions about economic development, 
even if they do recognize it in this way. The most obvious ways in which economic 
development is influenced by local government are through decisions on land use and 
property taxation, but there are many other ways in which economic development can also 
be either positively or negatively affected. Examples include the working relationship 
between local government and the business community, the cost and time required to move 
through the various government review and approval processes, the effort made to 
understand and respond to the nceds of busincss, and the means in which inquiries from 
prospective investors and business people are handled at municipal hall. Factors such as 
these help set the stage for the type and amount of economic development likely to be 
attracted. 

Economic development is about more than attracting major companies and investment to a 
community. These opportunities are part of economic development, but they should not be 
pursued at the expense of overlooking the needs of existing businesses or ignoring smaller 
investment opportunities. With fewer large corporations expanding and the majority of new 
jobs being created in smaller businesses, it is the latter that will yield many of the Dawson 
Creek area's economic development opportunities. 

Tile Success Factors 

There are many different approaches used by communities and regions in pursuing 
economic development. However, there are several factors that are particularly critical to 
the success of any economic development effort: 

• A strong link is needed between economic development and land use planning, 
including a community's development review and approval process. Cornmunities that 
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say they want development must be prepared to back this up by accommodating and 
approving developments in a timely manner. 

• A highly proactive approach is needed to promoting and pursuing opportunities. Selling 
a community and its attractions is no different than marketing any other product or 
service. Waiting for the market to discover the community does not work well. 

• A long-term commitment to economic development is needed. A community cannot 
elect to hop in and out of the economic development game based on a few successes or 
failures. In most cases, those communities and regions in BC that are viewed as 
successful at economic development have had economic development organizations in 
place for many years. 

• A cooperative approach is needed to economic development, with the involvement and 
commitment of many partners in both the private and public sectors. Economic 
development is not effective when it becomes the exclusive domain of one group. 

• Sufficient funding and other resources are needed. Successful economic development 
organizations are well funded and have dedicated full-time staff with the expertise and 
clear mandate to aggressively pursue opportunities. 

• An objective and honest evaluation or a community'S economic development strengths 
and opportunities is needed. No community or region is without its weaknesses and 
challenges. Ignoring market realities and trying to compete for opportunities for 
political or other reasons where there little chance of success will quickly drain both 
resources and community support for economic development. 

An Organize(/ Approach 

An organized approach to economic development in the Dawson Creek area is needed for 
the following reasons: 

• greater local government responsibility for economic development; 

• more competition between communities and regions for economic development 
opportunities; 

• pursuing economic development opportunities of common interest to more than one 
community; 

• addressing the economic development objectives set out in Dawson Creek and Pouce 
Coupe's Official Community Plans; and 

• sharing the resources and expertise offered by a number of local organizations with an 
interest in economic development. 

Dawson Creek and Area EcO//Omic Development Strategy April 1998 
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These points are elaborated upon below. 

Greater Local Government Responsibility 

Many communities in BC, particularly in the northern regions, have traditionally looked to 
the provincial and federal governments to provide for their economic well-being by 
promoting mega-projects, financing the construction of the infrastructure necessary to 
attract major industries and investment, and sharing in the funding of local initiatives and 
projects. However, there is growing recognition by communities throughout the province, 
including in the Dawson Creek area, that the role or senior levels of government is 
changing. 

The provincial and federal governments will continue to have a strong influence on 
economic development opportunities since they create the overall policy environment that 
either encourages or discourages economic activity, but they cannot be relied upon to the 
same degree for direct economic development support at the community level. Local 
governments must therefore become more actively involved in determining their economic 
futures. 

More Competition for Opportunities 

The heightened interest in economic development at the local level is also a result of other 
changes at the provincial and federal levels. There is more downloading of responsibility 
for the provision of services from the senior to local levcl, coupled with cutbacks in transfer 
payments and grants. 

Local government has had to employ more creative approaches to securing new sources of 
revenue and maintaining expenditures under tight control. The response of a number of 
municipalities and regions has included adopting strategies to attract more development in 
order to generate larger tax bases and other forms of revcnue. This is leading to more 
intense competition between communities in the province for economic developmcnt 
opportunities. 

In the Dawson Creek area, the competition is coming not just from other parts of BC, but 
also from Alberta, which is experiencing particularly strong economic growth and has been 
attracting some of the investment and business opportunities that might otherwise accrue to 
Dawson Creek and other communities in the Peace River region. An aggressive response 
from the Dawson Creek area is needed to counteract this competition. 
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Common Interests 

Many of the economic development issues and opportunities in the Dawson Creek area 
transcend municipal and electoral area boundaries. It is recognized that local government 
representatives must work cooperatively in pursuing economic development to ensure that 
there is effective and efficient use made of scarce financial and other resources. It is also 
recognized that the benefits that come from economic development are ultimately shared 
by all in the area, regardless of where a particular investment is made or business chooses 
to locate, and that turf battling over opportunities is counter-productive. 

For these reasons, this economic development strategy considers the needs of the broader 
Dawson Creek area. 

There are a number of issues of common interest that go beyond the immediate Dawson 
Creek area and involve the entire South Peace region, including Chetwynd and Tumbler 
Ridge, and the North Peace region. However, there are other economic development 
structures currently operating in these areas. There may be advantages in the longer-term to 
creating an economic development organization responsible for the entire region, but this 
outcome is not anticipated within the three-year time frame of this plan. The plan instead 
envisions that there will be regular communication and cooperation with these other 
organizations on economic development issues of interest to the broader area. 

Official Community Plan Objectives 

The importance of economic development to the Dawson Creek area is acknowledged by 
the inclusion of a number of policy statements in both the Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe 
Official Community Plans. 

Dawson Creek's Official Community Plan (OCP) was adopted by Council in October 
1996. It lists eighteen objectives with regard to the form and character of existing and 
proposed land use and the provision of services in the City. Four of these objectives are 
particularly pertinent to economic development: 

• To encourage the development and diversification of the local economy by encouraging 
the development of various commercial and industrial uses in the City. 

• To stimulate the development of a range of commercial activities within the City by 
designating land for various forms of commercial land use in order to meet the needs of 
local residents, residents of the City's service area, tourists and the traveling public. 

• To locate industrial land uses where precedent for industrial development has been 
established and where access by road or rail can be provided. 

• To consider a Boundary Extension to include developed industrial areas adjacent to the 
current municipal Boundaries. 

Dawson Creek and Area EcollOm;c Developmellt Strategy April 1998 
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Pouce Coupe's OCP was adopted by Council in December 1993. It contains nine general 
objectives, four of which are relevant to economic development: 

• To secure a portion of future regional, residential, commercial and employment growth 
that is comparable with the cxisting regional situation. 

• To provide opportunities for residential, commercial, industrial, public institutional, 
and agricultural development, which do not compromise the ability to manage growth. 

• To encourage the provision of sufficient employment opportunities to meet the need of 
the Village population. 

• To maintain the central area of the Village as the social, commercial, and employment 
activity focus of the Village. 

Both Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe have created economic development strategies for 
achieving the community objectives set out in their OCP's. 

Dawson Creek's last economic development strategy plan was prepared in 1993 and Pouce 
Coupe's plan was created in 1994. Pertinent objectives from these plans have been 
incorporated into this plan. 

Sharing Resources and Expertise 

In addition to the role of local government in economic development, there are a number of 
other organizations in the Dawson Creek area involved at least to some degree in economic 
development-related activities. Examples include the Dawson Creek & District Chamber of 
Commerce, Community Futures Development Corporation of Peace Liard, Kiwanis 
Enterprise Centre, and Peace Community Skills Centre. It is recognized that the resources 
and expertise that organizations such as these offer needs to be accounted for in creating 
and implementing strategies for economic development. 

The Dawson Creek Area's Economic Development Goals 

The Dawson Creek area's economic development vision is: 

"To create a positive business and community climate tl,at supports expansion and 
diversification of the Dawson Creek area economy." 

Dawson Creek and Area Econamic Development Strategy April 1998 
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The economic development goals in support of this vision are: 

• To promote a positive image of the Dawson Creek area. 

• To gain broad community support for economic development. 

• To promote business and investment opportunities compatible with the broader needs 
and goals of the community. 

• To diversify the economic base to add stability. 

• To expand and diversify the tax base. 

• To create a range of employment opportunities, particularly for local residents. 

• To supporting existing businesses and industry sectors. 

• To ensure new businesses and investment do not unfairly impact on the ability of 
existing Dawson Creek area businesses to compete. 

DawsOl' Creek IInll Area Ec",,,,,,,1c Deve/IJp",ellt Strategy Aprll/998 
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III. SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE AND TRENDS 

This section of the plan presents a summary socio-economic profile of the Dawson Creek 
area and discusses the key trends that will influence economic development in the area in 
the coming years. 

There are a number of other documents that present detailed statistical information and 
background material on the local area, such as the recently updated Dawson Creek 
Community Profile, the annual Regional District Community Profiles prcparcd by BC 
Stats, the Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce's annual Dawson Creek: Build 
Your Future Here publication, and the monthly Labour Market Information reports 
prepared by the Kiwanis Enterprise Center for Human Resources Development Canada. A 
list of thc documents used in gathering information for this plan is contained in Appendix 
II. 

Population Growth 

The current population of the Dawson Creek area is estimated at just over 19,700. This 
includes a population of 11,600 (59%) in the City of Dawson Creek, 925 (5%) in the 
Village ofPouce Coupe, 6,000 (30%) in Electoral Area D, and 1,200 (6%) in the portion of 
Electoral Area E east of Murray River.' There are several Metis communities in the area, 
including Kelly Lake, West Moberly and Saulteau. 

The area has grown slowly over thc past decade, at an average rate of about I % per year. 
This rate of growth is similar to the Regional District as a whole, but well below the 
provincial average annual growth rate of 2.9% for the same period. This relatively slow 
growth rate reflects the limited economic devclopment that has occurred in the area 
compared to many other regions of BC. 

Provincial Government population projections show the Regional District's population 
growing at a rate of about 1.3% annually over the next decade. If the Dawson Creek area 
grows at a similar rate, an average of just 250 new residents will be added each year. 

This does not have to be the Dawson Creek area's future. The projections are based largely 
on historical trends and the current demographic composition of the population. They 
suggest what will happen if the area's economy continues to develop as it has in the past, 
with relatively limited employment opportunities to attract new residents. If more 
economic development opportunities can be secured, the resulting rate of population 
growth will be higher. This will benefit the area in a number of ways, such as increased 
residential construction activity, spreading the municipal tax load among more residents, 
and generating more demand for local goods and services, which will help the retail sector. 

• The population for all of Electoral Area E is estimated at about 3,600, the majority of which is located 
west of Murray River around the Chetwynd area. An assumption has been made that one-third of this 
population is east of Murray River within the Dawson Creek area. 
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Population Demographics 

Canada has an aging population. In 1961, 10% of the nation's population was over the age 
of65. Today, the proportion is 13% and within the next twenty years it will have grown to 
18% as the bulk of the baby boomers move into their retirement years. 

This trend will be more pronounced in some communities and regions than others. As 
indicated in the following table, the current population of the Regional District is relatively 
young and family-oriented.' 

Table 1: Regional District Demographic Projections 

Distribution (%) 
Age Group 1996 2006 2016 

0-19 33.2 29.0 25.6 
20-44 41.6 37.7 35.0 
45-64 18.4 24.5 27.4 
65+ 6.8 8.8 12.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Source: Be Slats, I'I~OPI.I!.· Prc?ieclion SllIti.\·Iics: Peace Niver Re~um. May 1997. 

The projections show that there will be a gradual shift in the age distribution of the area's 
population, with the proportion of the population in the 45+ group increasing from 25.2% 
in 1996 to 39.4% by 2016. As the population ages, the proportion of the population in the 
0-19 group is projected to decline because there will be fewer people in their prime child
bearing years. 

There are several reasons for this projected demographic change in the region beyond the 
general aging of the population. More residents will choose to remain in the region after 
retirement, because of housing affordability and improvements to the health care services 
and other amenities available locally. For these same reasons, the area will attract some 
retirees from other regions. 

These demographic trends will influence the Dawson Creek area's economic development 
opportunities in a number of ways. For example, consumer demand for certain goods and 
services will increase (eg, personal financial services). Local businesses will need to 
respond accordingly. There will be also be greater demand for health care services, as 
evidenced by the recent hospital expansion and the proposed replacement facility for 
Rotary Manor . 

• Demographic projections below the Regional District level are not prepared by BC Stats. However, the 
current demographic composition of the Dawson Creek area population is similar to that of the Regional 
District as a whole. This suggests that the projected demographic composition will be similar. 
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How people spend their leisure time will also change. There has been rapid growth 
throughout North America of pursuits such as bird-watching, gardening, golf, and other 
lower intensity physical activities. The Dawson Creek area is weB positioned to meet many 
of these recreational needs, both for residents and tourists. 

Labour Force 

The foBowing table shows the composition of the City of Dawson Creek and Village of 
Pouce Coupe labour forces at the time of the 1991 Census: Although the statistics are six 
years old, they are considered to be a fair representation of the area's current labour force 
composition given the relatively slow rate of change in recent years. 

Table 2: Dawson Creek Area Labour Foree 1991 

Dawson Creek PouceCoupe 

Industry Sector Workers % Workers % 

Primary industries, including logging, 435 7.4 25 8.4 
mining and agriculture 

Manufacturing, including wood products 405 6.9 25 8.4 
Construction 505 8.6 35 11.9 
Transportation and storage 350 5.9 25 8.4 
Communication and other utilities 265 4.5 
Trade, including retail and wholesale 1,205 20.4 55 18.7 
Finance. insurance and real estate 235 4.0 
Government services 475 8.1 20 6.8 
Educational services 540 9.2 
Health and social services 470 8.0 40 13.6 
Other sectors 1.000 17.0 70 23.8 

Total 5,885 100.0 295 100.0 
Source: Statistics Canada, Census a/Canada, 1991. 

The following observations can be made about the Dawson Creek area's economy based on 
its labour force composition: 

• Primary industries and manufacturing account for 14% of employment for Dawson 
Creek and Pouce Coupe residents, compared to a BC average of 18%. However, the 
statistics for the area only cover residents living within the two municipalities. If the 
residents of the surrounding unincorporated communities were factored in, the 
proportion of the labour force employed in primary industries would be above the BC 
average, especially in the agricultural sector . 

• The 1996 Census labour force statistics will not be available until later this year. Statistical information 
from the 1991 Census for the population of the unincorporated areas surrounding the City and Village is not 
readily available. However, it can be reasonably assumed that a relatively high proportion of residents in the 
rural areas are employed in the primary industry sectors. 
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The trade, finance, insurance and real estate sectors account for 24% of the labour 
force, which is about the same as the BC average, and reflect Dawson Creek's role as a 
major trade and service centre for the region. Most of the employment in the tourism 
industry is also in these sectors. 

The public sector, including government, education, health and social services, 
accounts for 25% of the labour force, which is above the BC average of 22%. The 
significant role of the public sector in the economy is often overlooked. It is important 
that economic development opportunities in these sectors be pursued, particularly since 
public sector jobs tend to provide above average wages. 

These statistics show that the Dawson Creek area has a relatively diverse economy, 
particularly for a northern community. This makes it better able to handle the cyclical 
effects of its resource based industries, although these sectors still have a major influence 
on the health of the local economy. 

The Economic Base 

As noted in Section II, the common definition of economic development is growth and 
diversification of a community or region's economic hase. The key phrase here is 
economic hase. Economic prosperity is hased on a community or region's ahility to export 
goods and services beyond its borders, bringing money into the area. The businesses and 
industry sectors which are export-oriented form the economic base and drive the area's 
economy, supporting the businesses and industry sectors that serve local demand (ie, the 
nonbasic sectors). 

Using 1991 Census labour force data, BC Treasury Board staff have identified the industry 
sectors in the province that are basic, their share of total basic employment, and the basic 
versus nonbasic employment ratios for each sector. This analysis was done for all regions 
of the province except Greater Vancouver. 

The analysis for the South Peace region includes the communities of Dawson Creek, Pouce 
Coupe, Chetwynd and Tumbler Ridge, as well as the surrounding unincorporated areas. 
The results are shown in Table 3. 

There are nine sectors that are considered part of the South Peace region's economic base. 
The public sector is included because many of the public sector functions and jobs found in 
the region are paid for by nonlocal sources (the provincial and federal governments) and 
therefore bring money into the area. 

The ratios in Table 3 suggest that the gradual shift to a service-producing economy will 
generate somewhat less nonbasic economic activity than the primary industry sectors. For 
example, the employment ratio for the wood products manufacturing sector in the region is 
1.50. This means that each job in this sector supports 0.5 jobs elsewhere in the local 
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economy. In comparison, the tourism industry's employment ratio is 1.13, meaning that 
each tourism job supports 0.13 other jobs locally. 

Table 3: South Peace Region Employment Ratios 

Basic Industry Sector 

Logging 
Pulp & paper 
Wood manufacturing 
Mining, incl. oil & gas 
Mineral processing 
Agriculture and food 
Tourism 
Public sector 
Construction 

Employment Ratio 

1.60 
1.80 
1.50 
1.55 
1.45 
1.22 
1.13 
1.27 
1.47 

Source: Treasury Board StatT, Ministry of Finance & Corporate Relations, British Columbia Local Area 
Economic Dependencies and Impact Ratios, February, 1995. 

The lower ratio in a sector such as tourism is because of the lower average incomes of 
workers (eg, more seasonal and part-time employment) and because businesses in the 
tourism sector typically spend less money on local goods and services than businesses in 
sectors such as forest products or oil and gas. 

This information is important to economic development in the Dawson Creek area for two 
reasons. First, it suggests that economic development efforts focused on sectors and 
businesses that are part of the economic base will typically generate a higher economic 
return to the local area. In contrast, the nonbasic sectors are largely "followers" and will 
generally grow in response to what happens in the basic industry sectors. 

The difference in employment multipliers is the other important piece of information. In 
the same way as particular emphasis should be given to promoting development of the 
basic sectors, emphasis should be also be placed on job creation in those basic sectors with 
the highest ratios since they typically generate the best overall employment return. This is 
not meant to suggest that the nonbasic sectors or the sectors with lower ratios should be 
ignored in undertaking economic development, only that consideration must be given to the 
potential economic returns as part of deciding how to apply resources to the pursuit of 
opportunities. 
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Unemployment 

The unemployment rate in the Peace River region has been dropping over the past several 
years, primarily as a result of strong activity in the oil and gas sector. It is well below the 
BC average and in fact has been moving in the opposite direction to the provincial rate. 

The rate for 1996 averaged 7.4% in the Peace River region, compared to 8.9% for the 
province: In 1997, the rate in the region dropped to 4.9%, compared to 8.9% for BC. For 
January 1998, the regional rate was 4.4%, compared to 10.6% for BC. 

The current low level of unemployment in the region is positive, but the situation could 
change quickly if there is a downturn in the oil and gas industry. Hence, the current level of 
unemployment should be viewed as a temporary situation rather than the norm for the 
region. 

In exploring employment creation opportunities for the area, the needs of the existing 
unemployed labour force must be considered. If the unemployed are not provided with the 
skills and training necessary to effectively compete for job opportunities, many of the 
opportunities will be taken by newcomers to the area, leaving the unemployment rate 
unchanged. There are significant social and economic benefits to be gained by finding work 
for the existing unemployed and reducing the unemployment rate. 

A number of organizations in the Dawson Creek area are involved in training and 
education. They will play an .important role in ensuring successful implementation of some 
of the economic development strategies. 

Education 

The need for continued emphasis on training and education is underscored by looking at 
education levels in the Dawson Creek area. 

As indicated in Table 4, it is estimated that about 37% of Dawson Creek's working age 
population has not completed high school. This is a high percentage, but not too far out of 
line with the BC average of around 34%. At the other end of the spectrum is the nearly 
21 % who have at least some university education, which is slightly below the provincial 
average of23%. 

While these statistics show that education levels in Dawson Creek are similar to those for 
BC as a whole, the provincial averages are below the levels needed to effectively met the 
demands of a changing economy. Improving levels of education and training must continue 
to a major objective of the region . 

• These employment rates are not seasonally adjusted. 
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Table 4: Level of Schooling - Dawson Creek (1996 Estimates) 

Highest Level Achieved by Population 15+ 

Less than Grade 9 
Grades 9-13, without certificate 
Grades 9-13, with certificate 
Trades certificate or diploma 
Non-university, w/o certificate or diploma 
Non-university, with certificate or diploma 
University, w/o degree or certificate 
University, with certificate 
University, with degree 

Total 

862 
2,468 
1,142 

300 
636 

1,661 
891 
400 
575 

8,935 
Note: Includes persons enrolled in programs who have not yet graduated. 
Source: The Financial Post, Canadian Markels 1997. 

Income 

% 

9.6 
27.6 
12.8 
3.4 
7.2 

18.6 
9.9 
4.5 
6.4 

100.0 

15 

Average personal and household incomes in the Dawson Creek area are below regional 
district, provincial and national norms, as shown in the following table: 

Dawson Creek 
PouceCoupe 
Regional District 
BC 
Canada 

Tablc 5: Income Levels 1991 

Average House/told Income 

$39,891 
42,823 
45,115 
46,909 
46,137 

Source: Statistics Canada, Census of Canada, 199 I. 

Average Personal Income 
Males Females 

$29,368 $15,848 
29,405 14,868 
31,931 15,107 
31,443 17,761 
30,205 17,577 

Although the statistics in the table are dated, it is believed that local incomes remain below 
average. For example, a 1997 estimate by The Financial Post puts Dawson Creek's average 
personal income 7% below the national average. 

There are several possible reasons for the area's lower average incomes, including the 
number of part-time and seasonal jobs in sectors such as agriculture and tourism and the 
number of residents on social assistance and other fixed incomes. These lower income 
levels have a particularly significant impact on the retail sector, since there is less average 
disposable income available per resident. 
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This infonnation suggests that one of the objectives of economic development must be not 
only the creation of job opportunities for local residents, but also emphasis on ensuring that 
they have the appropriate skills and training to be able to compete for positions that offer 
higher wages. 

Housing 

There is a good supply and mix of reasonably priced housing in the Dawson Creek area. 
For the City of Dawson Creek and Village of Pouce Coupe together, about 69% of the 
housing is detached single family homes, 17% is apartment units, 11 % is row housing and 
duplexes, and 3% is mobile homes. 

Average three bedroom, full basement home prices in the City range from $70,000-120,000 
and standard sized serviced residential building lots sell for about $10,000. Rental rates are 
also low, ranging from about $380 for a bachelor apartment to about $570 for a three 
bedroom apartment. Housing prices and rents have remained relatively stable in recent 
years. 

Affordable housing is a strength that can be capitalized upon in promoting the Dawson 
Creek area's quality of life. 

C(}mmUllily Amellitie.\' all(/ E,'elll.\' 

Another strength of the Dawson Creek area is its wide variety of community amenities, 
including, for example, Dawson Creek & District Hospital, Northern Lights College, two 
full size arenas, swimming pool, curling rink, golf courses, ski hill, speed skating oval, 
cross-country ski trails, snowmobile trails, parks, museum, art gallery, perfonning arts 
centre and 650 seat hall. 

There are also numerous events held each year in the area, such as the Fall Fair and 
Stampede, Mile "0" celebrations, Canada Day celebrations and Winter Jamboree at Pouce 
Coupe, July 4th celebrations for American visitors and sports tournaments. 

These amenities and events help promote economic development by enhancing the area's 
attractiveness as a place to live and by contributing to tourism. 
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Land Supply and Taxation 

The Dawson Creek area has sufficient serviced residential, commercial and industrial land 
to easily accommodate growth. 

In the City of Dawson Creek, for example, there are five industrial parks and areas with 
over 300 acres (120 ha) of land available. This includes a 60 acre (24 ha) industrial park 
owned by the City. Vacant serviced industrial land is very reasonably priced, averaging 
$20,000-$30,000 per acre for good sites. 
There are also numerous commercially zoned properties available for development or 
redevelopment, both in the downtown area and along the arterial highways. Commercial 
property prices arc also very reasonable, averaging about $40,000-$50,000 per acre ror 
good sites. 

The Village of Pouee Coupe's focus is on residential and small-scale commercial 
developments. The Village recently ran out of serviced residential lots, but plans on 
developing another subdivision this year, either on its own or in partnership with a private 
developer. 

An issue that is believed by some to be an impediment to attracting development to the 
City of Dawson Creek is its relatively high property tax rates. However, as the following 
table shows, Dawson Creek's relative position depends on which municipalities and 
property classes are being compared: 

Tablc 7: Propcrty Tax Ratcs for Municipall'urposcs 1997 
(per $1,000 of taxable assessed value) 

Property Class Dawson Creek Fort St. Jo/m Clretwynt/* 

Residential 7.55 plus flat tax of 7.49 6.92 
$100 per vacant lot and 
$300 per improved lot 

Business 33.06 34.84 17.67 
Light Industry 33.06 39.71 11.96 
Heavy Industry 23.20 39.71 15.09 
• Rates for Chetwynd are for properties with fire protection, plus there is a special rate of 42.46 for Canfor. 
Sources: City of Dawson Creek, City of Fort St. John and District ofChetwynd. 

Assuming a $100,000 home, the total taxes payable for municipal purposes are highest in 
Dawson Creek at $1,055, followed by $749 in Fort St. John and $692 in Chetwynd, which 
benefits from a large industrial tax base. However, in terms of the business and industrial 
property classes, Dawson Creek's rates are lower than those of Fort St. John, but much 
higher than in Chetwynd. 

If the proposed Fair Slrare agreement is accepted by the Province, rates in Dawson Creek 
should drop since there will be a much larger tax base for the comunity to draw upon (see 
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Section IV: Oil and Gas). In the absence of Fair Share, however, property taxes will only 
come down over time if more development occurs to spread the tax load. 

Other Trends 

Some of the other socio-economic trends that will influence economic development in the 
Dawson Creek area include: 

• A growing share of the economic activity and employment in BC is in service-oriented 
rather than goods producing industries. This trend may be less pronounced in the 
Dawson Creek area, which still has considerable potential for growth in its goods 
producing sectors, such as value-added agriculture and wood products. 

• Most new jobs are being created in businesses employing fewer than 20 people, and in 
many cases less than five people. 

• More jobs are being created in home-based businesses, most of them involving self
employment. 

• People are switching not only jobs more often, but also careers. This is increasing the 
mohility of the population. 

• There are more two-income households and more women participating in the labour 
force. 

• Self employment and major improvements in telecommunications technology are 
giving people a greater choice in where they live. This is leading to population growth 
in some of the smaller communities outside the Lower Mainland that offer attractive 
lifestyles. 

• Average family and household sizes are gradually declining in Canada. This is 
affecting, for example, housing choices, school enrollments and retail demand. 

• Far greater use is being made of technology in all industry sectors in order to improve 
efficiency, reduce costs and remain competitive. This is causing job losses in some 
sectors, but opening up new opportunities in other sectors, such as technology and 
knowledge based industries, for workers with appropriate skills. 
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IV. INDUSTRY SECTORS 

This section presents a brief review of activity in each key sector of the local economy, 
with an emphasis on issues and opportunities pertinent to the economic development 
strategy. 

As noted in the previous section, there are a number of documents that can be referenced 
for more detailed statistical and other information on industrial activity in the Dawson 
Creek area. 

Agriculture 

The agriculture industry is often referred to as the "backbone" of the local economy. There 
are over 1,800 farms in the region, involving 12% of the Peace River region's land base 
and generating total farm receipts of around $ I 00 million annually. The region produces 
most of the wheat, small grains and canola in BC and about one-third of the honey. It is 
ranked third in the world in terms of the caliber offescue (grass/lawn seed) crops produced. 

The industry has had two poor years of crop production due to weather conditions. The 
impact has rippled through the local economy and further emphasized the need to diversify 
the agricultural sector to reduce the reliance on conventional crops. There is a wide range 
of diversification opportunities being pursued or considered in the region. Examples 
include: 

• a mobile meat processing and docking facility; 

• hog feedlots; 

• beef feedlots; 

• forage seed production; 

• industrial hemp production; 

• germinated wheat as a health food; 

• oilseed crops; 

• small berry fruits, such as saskatoons, raspberries and strawberries; 

• an alfalfa pellet plant; 

• a small malting barley plant; 

• micro-brewery; 

• peas for hog feed; 

• seed potatoes; 

• a wide range of certified organic products, such as oats, beef, poultry, and medicinal 
herbs; 

• essential oils from herbs; 
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• greenhouses using waste heat from industrial operations; 

• specialty livestock for breeding and/or meat production purposes, such as bison, fallow 
deer, emu, ostrich, reindeer, caribou, wild boar, llama and game birds; and 

• tree seedlings. 

A number of these diversification and value-added opportunities are already being pursued 
by local business people and groups such as the Peace Value-Added Food Centre 
Association, Peace River Agriculture Strategic Planning Society and the Peace Organic 
Producers Association. 

The Peace River Agriculture Strategic Planning Society (PRASPS) has been particularly 
active in identifying and promoting opportunities for the Peace Region since its inception 
in 1993. However, the Society only has about a year of funding remaining. It is pursuing 
new funding commitments from senior levels of government, but it is not certain at this 
point· that additional funding will be secured. Unless PRASPS continues, or a new 
organization is created to pick up the work being done by PRASPS, it is unlikely that a 
number of the value-added and diversification opportunities in the agriculture sector will be 
pursued. 

Given the importance of the agriculture sector to the Dawson Creek area economy, strong 
local support should be given to PRASPS in its efforts to gain continued government 
funding. This support could be in the limn of lobbying and leiters of support Irom local 
government, the agricultural community and others emphasizing the important role of 
value-added and diversification opportunities to the area's economic future and the need for 
an organization such as PRASPS. 

Another area of opportunity is between the agricultural and tourism sectors. Working ranch 
holidays and agri-tours have become popular with foreign visitors and urban dwellers with 
little exposure to rural life. One of the objectives in the tourism sector is to identify 
activities and attractions that will keep visitors in the area longer. The agri-tour opportunity 
could form part of this strategy if a few farmers and producers are prepared to participate 
on at least a trail basis. 

The long-term prospects for the Dawson Creek area's agricultural industry are positive. 
There is increasing recognition across North America of the importance of maintaining an 
agricultural land base to meet the needs of a growing population and reduce the reliance on 
other regions of the world as a source of food. This said, there is continued pressure on the 
agricultural land base from other land uses, including in BC. It is a reasonable conclusion 
that, at best, the amount of land available for agriculture in the province will remain around 
its current level. This should enhance the value of agricultural enterprises. 

The Dawson Creek area's competitive advantages in the agricultural industry include a 
well-established local supply and service base to the industry, good growing conditions, 
and relatively few disease and pest problems. 
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Among the challenges the industry faces are the distance from major markets, competition 
from Alberta, difficulty in achieving production economies of scale, difficulty in 
establishing markets for new products, a lack of skilled labour, and the need for more 
coordination and communication between members of the agricultural community on new 
opportunities. 

A fibre board plant using wheat straw was being considered for the Dawson Creek area, but 
the plant will now be built in Alberta because of lower costs and less stringent provincial 
regulations. The plant, which is expected to be operational in April 1999, would have 
provided approximately 55 jobs for the Dawson Creek area. 

Some of the challenges facing the agricultural industry in BC have been recognized by the 
Province, which has responded with a strategic plan that suggests the agriculture industry 
may get more attention in the coming years. Amongst the various action priorities 
identified, more emphasis will be placed on: market orientation; technology research and 
development; human resource development; and building partnerships with other public 
and private sector organizations in the industry. However, these actions do not address one 
of the more fundamental issues the region faces as it pursues value-added agricultural 
opportunities, which is the differences in cost that some producers are finding in 
establishing and operating a business in BC versus Alberta. 

Forest Industry 

The Peace region contains about five million ha. of mature timber, which is 20% of the 
provincial total. Within the Dawson Creek Forest District, there an estimated 1,700 jobs 
associated with the industry, not all of which fall within the immediate Dawson Creek area. 

The BC forest industry is in the midst of a major downturn as a result of slumping demand 
combined with increased costs due to stumpage rates and other government taxes and 
regulations. The interior industry has not been as hard hit as coastal operations, but there 
has been some effect on production levels and prices. 

There are a number of forest sector opportunities being explored for the Dawson Creek 
area, including through Forest Renewal BC and the Peace Wood Value-Added Association. 
Examples of these opportunities include: 

• developing new products and markets using the region's abundant supply of aspen; 

• better utilization of the spruce, pine and fir already been harvested; 

• processing birch hardwood for flooring; 

• value-added products using small diameter pine; 

• dry kilning of woods such as aspen, cottonwood and birch; 
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• providing more forestry planning, management and technical services locally; 

• more involvement in silviculture, particularly given the strong emphasis being placed 
on this sector by the provincial government; and 

• finding new uses for waste wood, a particular priority given the gradual phasing out of 
beehive burners in BC for environmental reasons. 

Most of the opportunities for growth in this sector lie on the value-added side, rather than 
in primary processing. The outlook for Dawson Creek's forest industry is generally 
positive, but the current depressed state of the industry in BC suggests that the growth 
coming from this sector in the next several years may not be as strong as some would hope. 

The challenges the industry faces as it pursues these opportunities include increasing costs, 
securing an adequate supply of timber, distance from markets, difficulty in establishing 
markets for new products, increasingly stringent environmental regulations, conflicts with 
other land users and difficulty in obtaining suitably trained workers. 

FRBC is addressing some of these issues as part of its mandate to plan and implement a 
program of investments to renew the BC forest economy. Its programs are divided into four 
areas: Environment, Land and Resources; Communities; Value-Added; and, Workforce. It 
is estimated that approximately $180 million will be spent by FRBC in the Omenica-Peace 
region over the next three years through these programs, most of on Environment, Land 
and Resources. This spending gives FRBC tremendous influence over the future of the 
region's forest industry, as well as making a major contribution to the regional economy. 

Some of the land use conflicts the forest industry faces in the region will likely be resolved 
later this year with the adoption of a Land and Resource Management Plan (LRMP) for the 
region. However, the plan may result in less land being available for use by the industry, 
further affecting timber supply and costs. 

Oil and Gas 

Oil and gas reserves in northeast BC are large, with an estimated 20 trillion cubic feet of 
natural gas and 100 million barrels of oil. The industry has experienced substantial growth 
over the last several years in response to strong market demand, with a record set of $217 
million in sales of oil and gas rights in 1997. The level of exploration and production 
activity is expected to remain strong. 

The most significant proposal for the region at this time is the Alliance Pipeline project, a 
3,000 km gas transmission line from producing fields in western Canada, including 
northeast BC, to Chicago. The project, which has an estimated cost of $3.7 billion, is 
currently in National Energy Board hearings, which are not expected to wrap up for several 
months. If approved, the project will take approximately two years to complete. 
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The potential benefits of the Alliance Pipeline project to the province and especially the 
northeast region are substantial. The project proponents estimate the benefits in BC to 
include: $200 million per year in exploration, development and operational expenditures; 
1,200 person years of construction employment; $108 million in pipeline and facilities 
construction; annual operating costs of $1.1 million; and $1.4 million in annual property 
taxes. An estimated 200 new highly skilled jobs would be permanently created, mostly in 
BC and Alberta. Additional spin-offs from increased land sales, drilling and development 
are also expected. 

The Peace region's oil and gas industry is expected to be given a further boost as a result of 
the provincial government's decision to initiate a six-month project to review and 
streamline regulations governing the industry. 

Another major opportunity in the region associated largely with the oil and gas industry is 
the Fair Share proposal, an initiative of the Peace River Regional District to gain a direct 
share of the government revenue from industrial development in the unincorporated areas 
through property taxation. If successful in their negotiations with the Province, local 
communities stand to gain about $10 miIIion annually in new money. This revenue could 
be used for a wide range of community projects and initiatives, including improvements to 
roads and other infrastructure to accommodate growth. It would also allow the 
communities to reduce the tax load carried by their residents and businesses. 

The Dawson Creek area already derives significant benefits from the oil and gas industry, 
including both employment of local residents and the supply of a variety of goods and 
services to the industry. However, it is felt that there opportunities to gain additional 
benefits from the industry, such as: 

• The provision of more hotel/motcl accommodation for the ficld workers, particularly in 
the winter months when exploration activity is in high gear and rooms are in short 
supply. 

• More emphasis on meeting the industry's around-the-clock needs by having services 
available 24 hours a day. 

There are already some efforts being made to address these opportunities. For example, the 
City has been approached by several hotel/motel developers about possible projects. This 
would benefit not just the oil and gas industry but also the tourism sector. It has been 
suggested that an Oil and Gas Service Directory be published later this year and distributed 
to the industry to make it aware of what Dawson Creek has to offer. This directory could be 
particularly beneficial to local businesses in gaining work from the Alliance project if it 
proceeds. 

The opportunities to service the oil and gas industry's needs are likely to grow over time in 
any event as the level of activity in the industry increases and more exploration activity 
takes place in the southern part of the Peace region. However, a more aggressive approach 
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by the Dawson Creek area to promoting its services may help secure some local business 
opportunities that might otherwise not occur or else take longer to materialize. 

Mining 

There is no mmmg activity in the immediate Dawson Creek area. However, the area 
benefits from the Quintette and Bullmoose coal projects at Tumbler Ridge. A small number 
of local residents work at the two mines and area businesses benefit from sales to Tumbler 
Ridge residents and the mine operators. 

The reduction in coal production at Quintette from 4.3 to 3.1 million tonnes per year and 
the permanent layoff of276 employees (31 % of the workforce) in April will therefore have 
some impact on Dawson Creek area businesses. There is also speculation that there may be 
cutbacks and layoffs at Bullmoose next year. There is little that can be immediately done to 
mitigate these impacts, although the District of Tumbler Ridge is actively pursuing other 
economic development opportunities for the community, including a value-added wood 
processing plant. 

The proposed Pine Valley Coal project, 45 km southwest of Chetwynd at Willow Creek, 
will help mitigate the impacts on the region if it proceeds as planned later this year. 
However, it will be a relatively small mine, with an operational phase workforce of 110 
people. 

Retail . 

Dawson Creek's primary trade area (the area from which it will generate 70-80% of its 
retail sales) extends east to the Alberta border, south to include Tumbler Ridge, west to 
Chetwynd and north to the Peace River. This trade area has a population of about 25,000. 

Among the trends that will influence business opportunities for the Dawson Creek area's 
retail sector are the following: 

• BC's retail industry is dominated by shopping centres. There are approximately 600 
shopping centres in the province over the size of 10,000 square feet. They account for 
an estimated 60% of total annual retail trade in BC. On a per capita basis, the 
province's shopping centre inventory of 42 million sq ft amounts to 12 sq ft per person. 

• Consumer attitudes and behavior most strongly shape the retail industry. Some of the 
socio-economic factors influencing these attitudes and behavior include: the increased 
number of two-income households; increased participation of women in the work force; 
decreased disposable time; increased importance of the home environment; and, aging 
of the baby boom generation. 

• The recession and spending excesses of the 1980's have led to a highly value conscious 
consumer today. Also, the aging baby boomer segment of the population is becoming 
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more concerned about expenditures that affect their future rather than immediate 
gratification today. As a consequence, more consumers are seeking out retailers 
offering good value. 

• The retail industry is experiencing increased polarization between large and small 
stores. In general, the average store size in major malls is increasing as larger superstore 
type stores are added, such as Future Shop, Sport Chek, and Toys R Us. However, the 
number of very small and highly specialized retail operations also continues to grow. 

In addition to these general industry trends, Dawson Creek's retail sector faces other 
challenges, including: 

• slow population growth and, therefore, limited market growth; 

• strong competition from retailers in Grande Prairie because of selection and the absence 
of a provincial sales tax; 

• substantial vacant and under-utilized space in the downtown core, in part because of 
competition from the two local shopping malls; 

• a large amount of additional vacant space created as a result of the imminent closure of 
Kmart at Dawson Mall and the relocation of Zellers from downtown to the vacated mall 
space; 

• the lack of a cohesive Image in the downtown area and the aging and run-down 
condition of some store fronts; 

• the perception by some local residents that a number of Dawson Creek retailers are not 
interested in offering service and quality; 

• the absence of a Business Improvement Area (BIA) association or retail merchants 
group spearheading efforts to improve their image and competitiveness (these efforts 
are currently being undertaken by the Retail and Image Promotion Subcommittee and 
the Chamber of Commerce, but with limited merchant participation); and 

• the recent loss of several provincial government funding programs that supported 
downtown revitalization, including the Facade Improvement Program. 

Based upon population, income, and retail expenditure patterns, the overall Dawson Creek 
market will generate an estimated $217 million in retail expenditure potential in 1998. The 
total retail expenditure potential is forecast to increase to $271 million by the year 2008, an 
average annual increase of $5.4 million (2.5%). This retail expenditure potential represents 
the total retail demand generated by the area population. A substantial portion is likely to 
leak out of the area to Alberta retailers. 
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If all of the retailers in the Dawson Creek area market were performing at typical retail 
sales standards, there would be a present requirement for a total of 453,000 sq ft of retail 
space in the community. 

Dawson Creek's two shopping centres together have 220,000 sq ft of retail space and the 
downtown contains, perhaps, another 150,000-200,000 sq ft. This suggests that only 
limited additional retail space is likely to be required in Dawson Creek in the next five 
years or more. Much of the future demand could be met by the present under-utilized and 
vacant commercial space in the downtown area. 

The limited demand for new retail space, coupled with the other challenges Dawson 
Creek's retail sector faces, suggests that efforts to support the retail sector should focus on 
helpin~ existing retailers and making better use of existing retail space, particularly in the 
downtown area. More strip commercial development will no doubt occur on the arterial 
highways of the community, but some of this will be at the expense of downtown retailers. 

In terms of competing against Alberta retailers, Dawson Creek retailers will need to use a 
number of approaches, such as: 

• creating retail niches: 

• improving the quality of customer service, including putting more employees through 
the SuperHost program; 

• working cooperatively to address issues and needs, particularly in the downtown area; 

• focusing on downtown revitalization, including developing a specific design theme and 
image for the core and improving the appearance of store fronts, to attract both local 
shoppers and tourists (this is recognized as a particular challenge given the tight 
budgets under which many small businesses are operating); 

• increasing promotions aimed at encouraging residents to shop locally; 

• supporting and encourage locally based businesses that buy from other local businesses; 
and 

• encouraging businesses that promote the local culture of the area and will appeal to a 
tourist population. 

Several initiatives are planned or have been recently undertaken to assist the retail sector: 

• A Dollar Days Promotion program was tried by the Retail Image and Promotion 
Subcommittee. This program distributed discount coupons to shoppers for use with 
participating retailers. Its intent was to gain more community support for local retailers 
and counteract the competition from Alberta retailers. Many merchants felt the program 
would cause them to lose money because of the size of the discounts (25-30%). The 
subcommittee has shelved the program, at least for the time being. 
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• A customer service survey will likely be undertaken, with funding support from Human 
Resources Development Canada. The information that comes out of this survey should 
be very helpful in determining some of the actions that could be undertaken to assist 
local merchants. 

• BC Hydro has a Business Retention and Expansion Program that will be started in 
April. The intent of the program is to assist communities in understanding the issues 
and opportunities facing local businesses and in identifying the activities they can 
undertake to help these businesses prosper. 

• The Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce offers a number of services 
designed to help local merchants, such as providing advice and information on new 
business start-ups and lobbying government on issues affecting local businesses. It is 
also understood that the Chamber has designed a new promotional program to help 
local retailers that will be unveiled in May and will run year round. The program plan 
will be presented to the City in the next several weeks. 

While many of the provincial government programs to assist in downtown revitalization 
have been canceled, the Be Neighbourhood Enhancement Program could be used in 
helping local merchants, particularly in Dawson Creek's downtown area. This program will 
provide a grant of up to $5,000 to assist the community in creating strategies and 
implementation and partnership plans for specific projects. The community's funding 
commitment would be $10,000, but this can be in the form of in-kind contributions (eg, 
volunteer time), rather than money. 

The program can be used to create an overall design vision for the downtown area and for 
establishing public and private sector partnerships to implement the vision. Sincc much of 
the design work has already been done for downtown Dawson Creek, the emphasis can be 
on establishing partnerships. A prerequisite of the program, however, is that there be strong 
community support demonstrated for the initiative. In the case of the downtown merchants, 
this would almost certainly include a requirement that the Business Improvement Area be 
reestablished. 

Even with initiatives such as these, Dawson Creek's retail sector will continue to face the 
reality of a relatively small trading area population and competition from Alberta. More 
residents are needed to keep the retail base healthy and growing. This will only come about 
if efforts to generate economic development in other sectors of the local economy are 
successful. The retail sector needs to take a strong and organized role in the economic 
development process to help ensure this outcome. 

Tourism 

The important contribution of the tourism industry to the Dawson Creek area's economy is 
well recognized, with Visitor Information Centre (lnfoCentre) statistics suggesting that an 
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estimated 300,000 people visit the community each year. Many of these vIsitors are 
traveling the Alaska Highway and the Dawson Creek area serves as a brief stopover on 
their trip. However, a growing number of visitors are coming to the area for other reasons, 
such as sports tournaments, community events and outdoor recreation. 

Tourism marketing of the Dawson Creek area is primarily handled by the Peace River 
Alaska Highway Tourism Association (PRAHT A), which produces a wide range of 
promotional material and advertise in a variety of publications. The Visitor Information 
Centre is actively involved in promoting tourism at the local level and individual tourist
oriented businesses also do some of their own marketing. 

Three broad areas of economic development opportunity have been identified for the 
tourism sector: 

• the Alaska Highway market; 

• the eco-tourism and outdoor adventure market; and 

• the sports and recreation market. 

Each of these market opportunities is elaborated upon below. 

Alaska Highway 

The Alaska Highway tourist market will continue to be a major contributor to the area's 
tourism. It is expected to grow as a result of the increased number of retirees traveling in 
recreational vehicles, the strong allure of Alaska as one of North America's great 
wilderness areas, and the strength of the US dollar. 

The Dawson Creek area's traditional strength in drawing on this market has been its "Mile 
0" status, which induces many of the highway travelers to make a stop. However, 
InfoCentre records show that 28% of these visitors are staying less than a day and another 
65% are staying 1-3 days (many probably for one night). The challenge is to provide 
sufficient attractions to induce these travelers to spend more time in the area and to spend 
more money during their stay. 

Amongst the ideas suggested for gaining more from this market are the following: 

• The Chamber of Commerce is looking at creating an Interpretive Centre based on the 
history of the Peace Region. It will cover more than just the building of the highway, 
but military vehicles and related items will be part of the theme. The likely location of 
the centre will be close to the InfoCentre. 

• More events and entertainment are being proposed during the summer months. The 
InfoCentre has developed a JOO Days of Summer theme, with the objective of having 
something happening each day of interest to tourists. 
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• Placing greater emphasis on themes and attractions tied to First Nations and Metis 
people. 

• Gaining provincial government approval for the proposed casino at the Hart Hotel in 
Pouce Coupe. 

• Creating an interesting and cohesive design theme in the downtown core to draw more 
tourists into the area for shopping and entertainment. Amongst other things, this could 
include more wall murals on buildings. 

• Placing more emphasis on streetscape beautification (eg, tree planting), particularly on 
the major arterial highways into the City. 

• Expanding the Art Gallery. 

• Operating the Farmers Market on a daily basis during peak tourist season. 

• Organizing tours of local agricultural operations. 

Eco-Tourism and Outdoor Adventure 

The eco-tourism and outdoor adventure markets are growing world-wide. For example, a 
1996 provincial government study identified heliski demand in BC growing at 15% 
annually, which is faster than any other tourism market segment. Other adventure segments 
experiencing growth include river rafting, mountain biking, back country hiking, climbing 
and snowmobiling: Eco-tourism activities, particularly wildlife viewing and bird watching, 
are also on the rise. 

The Dawson Creek area is well positioned to be part of this market opportunity based on its 
natural setting and attractions. One of the benefits of pursuing this market is that it would 
attract a younger and different type of tourist than the Alaska Highway market, possibly 
including more overseas visitors from markets such as Europe and Asia. 

The Dawson Creek area also derives economic benefits from the guiding and outfitting 
industry, including international clients flying into the region for hunting and fishing. This 
segment generates high average daily expenditures per visitor. The growth prospects for 
fishing are good, particularly fly-fishing. However, the expansion opportunities on the 
hunting side are believed to be more limited according to provincial government studies 
because of declining interest amongst the general population in hunting and tighter hunting 
restrictions. 

• Price Waterhouse and The ARA Consulting Group, Tourism Industry Product Overview, prepared for 
Tourism BC and the Council of Tourism Associations, 1996. 
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Pursuing the eco-tourism and outdoor adventure markets means that a different marketing 
approach is needed locally than that used for the Alaska Highway market. Rather than a 
theme based largely on the "Mile 0" connection, it has been suggested that a theme such as 
"Gateway to the Northern Rockies" could be employed. This means that more specialized 
promotionaL material and advertising will be needed, which will require a larger budget for 
tourism promotion. 

Sports and Recreation 

Outdoor recreation is growing in popularity in BC. A 1994 provincial government outdoor 
recreation survey found that, amongst those age 18+ in BC, 59% annually participated in 
day hiking, 49% in camping, 45% in fishing, 20-25% in canoeing/kayaking, 20% in 
downhill skiing, 16% in overnight backpacking, and 15% in cross country skiing (which is 
growing in popularity faster than downhill skiing).' 

. 
Organized sports tournaments and events are very popular in the Peace region and a 
significant share of this is drawn to the Dawson Creek area because of its indoor and 
outdoor recreation facilities and amenities. It is believed that more of this business can be 
attracted, both in the winter and summer months. 

One of the barriers is a lack of accommodation for visitors. This is particularly the case in 
the winter months, when the oil and gas industry workers take many of the rooms for 
extended periods of time. This shortage of accommodation may be alleviated at least in part 
in the next year or two if several hotel/motel developments that have been discussed with 
City of Dawson Creek officials proceed. 

It has also been suggested that more meeting space and perhaps even a small convention 
centre could be supported in Dawson Creek. Most new hotels include meeting space and 
this need should be satisfied if additional visitor accommodation is built. However, it is not 
at all clear that there is sufficient market demand to support a small convention centre. The 
previously cited 1996 provincial government tourism study found an oversupply of 
conve!ltion space in the BC interior, leading to intense competition for business. 

Another initiative that has been suggested is putting a roof on the rodeo arena to ensure that 
the annual Stampede, which is a major tourist draw, can proceed even in poor weather. This 
project has been discussed in the community for a number of years, but has not proceeded 
due to funding constraints. If additional events and activities could be found for the facility 
if it was roofed, there may be a stronger rationale for proceeding. 

Although there is not consensus on the issue, there is some support for creating a Dawson 
Creek area tourism organization that would bring together local businesses and groups with 
an interest in tourism to focus on local opportunities and issues. The intent would not be to 

• Ministry of Environment, Lands & Parks, Recent Trends in Outdoor Recreation by British Columbians: A 
Summary, 1994. 
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duplicate the marketing efforts and initiatives of PRAHT A or the Visitor Information 
Centre, but rather to support them by facilitating closer communication and cooperation 
amongst the local tourism businesses and groups. This role is currently being handled by 
the Tourism Subcommittee, but there are only a few tourism businesses and groups actively 
participating at this time. 

Transportation 

The Dawson Creek area serves as the major transportation hub for the Peace River region. 
It also sits in the centre of the Northwest Transportation Corridor, an area spanning 
northern BC and Alberta from the Queen Charlotte Islands to Edmonton, which is 
considered to have enormous economic development potential given its resource base and 
transportation network. 

While the transportation sector is considered one of the Dawson Creek area's strengths, the 
road, rail and air sectors each have issues that must be addressed as part of enhancing their 
role, both as sectors of economic activity in their own right and also as facilitators of 
economic development in other sectors. 

Road 

The most significant road transportation issue at this point is the deteriorating condition of 
the region's secondary road system as a result of use by heavy industry, a lack of 
maintenance, increased traffic volumes and weathering. A recently completed report by the 
North Peace Rural Road Task Force recommends that the Province commit $85 million in 
additional funds over the next three years to rehabilitate roads and that a long-range 
planning process be initiated by the Ministry of Transportation & Highways to identify and 
resolve remaining transportation issues, both in the North Peaee and the northeast region as 
a whole. 

While the study did not cover the South Peace region, the same issues need to be resolved 
for this area. It makes sense that the South and North Peace work together in moving 
through the remainder of the process, including gaining commitments from the Province 
for road rehabilitation funding and a long-range plan. 

Differences in trucking regulations between BC and Alberta have put the Peace River 
region at a disadvantage in serving the transportation needs of some local businesses and 
industries. In BC, the maximum permitted length of vehicles is 25 m (82 ft), but in Alberta 
and other western provinces the maximum is 30 m (98 ft) on selected routes, which allows 
tractor-trailer-pup trailer combinations. The additional time and costs involved in dropping 
off and picking up pup trailers at the Alberta border puts Dawson Creek businesses at a 
disadvantage over businesses located just 40 km away across the border. 

There has been strong lobbying of the Ministry of Transportation & Highways by the BC 
trucking industry to amend the regulations. This includes the suggestion that the 
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regulations initially be amended on a pilot basis for the Dawson Creek area to demonstrate 
that the long combinations can operate safely on the province's highways. The BC 
Trucking Association continues to press the issue and it seems reasonable that the pilot 
program be permitted, particularly in light of the provincial government's desire to remove 
rules and regulations that are unnecessarily impeding the competitiveness of BC 
businesses. 

Rail 

The Dawson Creek area benefits from having two railways, the BCR and CN, which gives 
it better access to markets for export-oriented businesses. However, the advantages of 
having two railways are partially negated by two issues. First, BC Rail's Dawson Creek 
Subdivision needs to be upgraded. Second, current tariff rates favor through traffic rather 
than switching between BCR and CN, which significantly increases the costs of 
transferring shipments from one rail line to the other in Dawson Creek. The same problem 
existed in Prince George, but has been resolved. It therefore seems both logical and fair that 
a similar agreement should be reached in Dawson Creek. 

Air 

The Dawson Creek Municipal Airport, including its float plane base and surrounding 
vacant developable land, has the potential to be a major asset to the community. Although 
its current level of use and service is relatively limited, the role of the airport in economic 
development could increase over time, both for moving people and serving the export and 
import needs of local businesses and industry. For example, the flying time from Dawson 
Creek to Japan and Asia is several hours shorter than from Vancouver. This could be an 
attraction to, for example, agricultural producers shipping fresh products to these markets. 

The issues at this point include the limited air service available in Dawson Creek relative to 
Fort St. John and Grande Prairie, the high cost of air travel, travel times and stopovers, and 
the limited after-hours service at the airport for private aircraft and non-scheduled 
commercial aircraft 

The level of service offered at the airport is largely a function of demand. If there is more 
business activity and population growth in the area, use of the airport should increase, 
resulting in improved services. On a positive note, the airport's only scheduled passenger 
air service, Central Mountain Air, is beginning direct flights to and from Vancouver during 
the week, which will reduce one-way travel time to approximately 1 Y. hours from the 
current 2 Y, - 3 hours via Prince George. 

Several modest improvements to the airport in the shorter-term are considered beneficial. 
These include providing an outside pay phone so that private aircraft pilots and passengers 
landing at the airport after hours can call for a taxi into town, providing 24-hour fuel 
service using a cardlock system, and developing camping facilities at the airport. An 
improvement that should be made to the inside of the air terminal is signage and displays 
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promoting local tourist attractions and services, similar to what is found at many other 
airports. 

Telecommunications 

The level of telecommunication services in the Dawson Creek area has improved in the 
past several years, especially in the City, but lags behind more densely populated regions of 
the province. For example, common services such as BC Tel's Sympatico Internet and Call 
Answer are unavailable to the region, although there is internet service available through 
two local providers: the Peace Rivcr Internet Society and Northeast Online Network. Some 
outlying areas still have party line service, but this is gradually being phased out. The 
concern is that Dawson Creek may be at somewhat of a competitive disadvantage in 
attracting new residents and businesses by not being able to offer the same level of 
telecommunication service as other communities. The concern is perhaps more perceived 
than real, but it needs to be addressed. 

BC Tel is aware of the Dawson Creek area's concerns, which have also been expressed by 
other communities in the north. The issue is that sufficient market demand has not been 
identified to justify the costs of providing the infrastructure necessary to allow more 
services. However, improvements are expected, including the likely completion of a fibre 
optics line from Prince George to Dawson Creek, probably within three to four years. This 
link will allow provision of many of the telecommunication services not presently 
available, if there is sufficient demand for them. 

BC Tel recently started a new program called Integrated Community Network, which is 
underway in several communities, ineluding Prince George and Kamloops. The purpose of 
the program is to help facilitate economic development by bringing together private and 
public sector groups to work jointly on identifying nccds and determining how technology 
can be supplied and used to meet these necds. This includes developing partnerships to 
share resources and reduce costs. The role of BC Tel includes: providing knowledge and 
facilitation expertise during the strategic planning and implementation processes; and, 
directing BC Tel's facilities planning and investment activities based on the community's 
needs and priorities. 

BC Tel is prepared to consider bringing the Integrated Community Network program to 
Dawson Creek if there is sufficient interest from the key stakeholders in the area. This may 
speed the rate at which telecommunication and related technology service improvements 
are made in the region, particularly if economies of scale can be achieved by building 
partnerships. 

Construction 

The construction industry is largely a follower rather than a leader in the local economy, 
with its level of business dependent upon activity in other sectors. For example, the total 
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value of building permits issued by the City of Dawson Creek over the past ten years has 
ranged between a low of $2.8 million (1987) and a high of $14.8 million (1994). 

Some of the specific opportunities that will benefit the local construction industry if they 
materialize in the next several years are: 

• the Alliance Pipeline project; 

• rehabilitation of rural roads; 

• the new residential subdivision in Pouce Coupe; 

• hotel/motel developments in Dawson Creek; 

• the replacement facility for Rotary Manor; 

• agricultural product processing facilities; and 

• value-added wood product processing facilities. 

Manufacturing and Secondary Processing 

The manufacturing and secondary processing sector is small in the Dawson Creek area. 
Most of what exists or has been proposed is directly tied to the primary resource sectors, 
particularly forestry and agriculture. This will continue to be the case. 

To the degree that manufacturing and secondary processing opportunities occur in other 
sectors, they will by and large be driven by local entrepreneurs. Most of the opportunities 
are likely to be relatively small in scale, with no particular sector focus. One of the 
challenges the area faces in securing manufacturing and secondary processing opportunities 
in sectors that are not tied to the resource base is distance from markets. As well, many of 
the entrepreneurs exploring opportunities lack the expertise and financing to implement 
their ideas. This has been recognized and is being addressed through programs offered by a 
number of local organizations, such as CFDC and the Kiwanis Enterprise Centre. 
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Health Services 

There are two types of economic development opportunities associated with the health 
services sector. 

The health care sector is a major contributor to the local economy through the jobs it 
provides. For example, the hospital employs 320 people, including SS at Rotary Manor. It 
also generates income for local businesses through the purchase of goods and services. The 
opportunities for local businesses may increase next year when changes in provincial 
government purchasing policies allow the newly created Community Health Services 
Society to procure goods and services from suppliers that it selects using group purchasing 
rather than through a centralized purchasing system. The Society is working with the 
School District on a potential shared group purchasing arrangement. A second operating 
room for the hospital is also being pursued. 

The specialized needs of the health care sector mean that many items will continue to be 
purchased outside the region, but there may be some areas where local businesses can 
compete if they are made aware of the opportunities, such as office supplies and printing 
services. 

The other economic development benefit of the health services sector is its contribution to 
the quality of life in the Dawson Creek area. The range and quality of services offered 
makes it easier to attract and keep residents. This is particularly important in attracting 
more rctirccs, which is onc of thc objcctivcs of both Dawson Crcck and Pouee Coupe. 
However, one of the challenges the health care sector faces is difficulty in drawing 
specialists to the area, a situation that many other northern BC communities also face. 

Tied to the objective of attracting and retaining retirees is the need to accommodate more 
facilities that cater to an aging population, ranging from what is referred to in Dawson 
Creek's OCP as "adult living communities" to intermediate and extended care facilities. 
The plan to replace Rotary Manor with a new 44-bed facility is a positive step in this 
direction. 

Educational Services 

As with the health care sector, the education sector is a major generator of economic 
activity in own right. For example, Northern Lights College has 131 regular and temporary 
employees at its Dawson Creek campus, which is 44% of its total employment at all 
campuses. The education sector is also an important part of what is required to attract 
economic development opportunities in other sectors by ensuring a properly trained labour 
force is available. 

Economic development opportunities that have been suggested for the education sector 
include: 
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• building on the success of the College's nationally recognized Aircraft Maintenance 
Engineering Program by offering other aviation-related programs, perhaps tied to the 
Dawson Creek airport; 

• attracting more foreign exchange students for short -term programs; and 

• building additional student residences, which would make it easier for out-of-town 
students to attend the College. 

However, current funding restraints make it difficult to envision major expansion of post
secondary facilities or programs in the Dawson Creek area in the immediate future. Rather, 
the emphasis will continue to be on better utilizing existing resources. In the case of 
Northern Lights College, this includes partnerships with local businesses and industries. 

Government Services 

The Dawson Creek area has a relatively good range of government services provided 
locally compared to many other northern communities. This includes serving as the 
headquarters for the Regional District and the regional headquarters for a number of 
provincial and federal government ministries and agencies. However, this sector has 
experienced little growth in recent years as a result of both funding cutbacks and the 
centralization of a number of provincial government services in Victoria and other larger 
centres. 

Although expansion of most government services is unlikely in the Dawson Creek area 
over the next several years, the Province has recently appointed a Minister Responsible for 
Northern Development, with a mandate to address economic development needs and 
priorities in northern communities. Speculation is that a northern economic development 
agency will be created and the function headquartered in Prince George because of its 
central location. The fact that greater emphasis is being placed on the northern economy is 
in itself positive for the Dawson Creek area. There may be an opportunity to enhance the 
benefits by attracting a branch office of the agency to Dawson Creek in order to build a 
closer working relationship between the agency and the Peace River region. 

Another public sector opportunity that has been suggested for the Dawson Creek area is 
attracting one of the new correctional facilities to be built by the provincial government. 
However, the facilities being planned are much larger than originally envisioned and the 
Ministry of Attorney General expects that they will be built in larger and more central areas 
of the province. 
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Home-Based Businesses 

It is estimated that home-based businesses account for 10% of total employment in BC and 
that this share is growing rapidly, particularly as companies downsize and there are fewer 
full-time job opportunities available. Both Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe have 
experienced an increase in the number of licensed businesses operated from the home. 

Home-based businesses often serve as an incubator for small businesses to establish and 
grow through the initial years of development. They are also a means of attracting some 
residents based on lifestyle since they do not have to first find jobs with local employers. 
The home-based business trend is particularly prevalent in the finance, insurance, real 
estate, community, business and personal service sectors. 

The home-based business sector should continue to be targeted as part of promoting the 
Dawson Creek area's lifestyle. 

Conclusion 

There are a wide range of economic development opportunities available to the Dawson 
Creek area. Some of these opportunities are likely to occur in the short-term while others 
will take longer to materialize. There are also barriers to securing certain of the 
opportunities that need to be overcome. 

It can be reasonably assumed that some of the opportunities will occur in time due simply 
to market forces. Other opportunities arc only likely to be realized if there is an organized 
effort by the local communities to secure them, including creating an environment that 
encourages businesses and investment to flourish. 

There are a number of organizations in the Dawson Creek area already involved in 
initiatives and programs designed to facilitate economic development. The manner in 
which economic development is organized as an outcome of this plan must take this into 
consideration by ensuring that there is not a duplication of effort amongst these 
organizations. 
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V. COMPETITIVE POSITION AND PLAN OBJECTIVES 

This section summarizes the Dawson Creek area's competitive position and identifies the 
economic development objectives of the plan. 

Competitive Assessment 

The Dawson Creek area's overall competitive position is presented in Table 8 using a 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) approach. The order in which 
items are listed does not imply ranking by importance. 

A low-medium-high rating has been assigned to each broad area of opportunity to indicate 
its relative growth potential over the next three years. The ratings are based on the current 
outlook for each sector of opportunity, which may be affected by unforeseen changes in 
market conditions, government policy, the overall state of the provincial and national 
economies, new competition and other factors. 

Table 8: Dawson Creek Area's Overall Competitive Position 

Strengths: • Large and diversified natural resource base 

• Broad range.: of industrial support se.:rvie.:e.:s 

• Land supply (industrial, commercial, residential) 

• Infrastructure to support growth 

• Major crossroads location 

• Transportation network (road, rail and air) 

• Post secondary education and training services 

• Current low unemployment rate 

• Health care services 

• Affordable housing 

• Recreation and cultural amenities and events 

• Attractive natural setting 

• Clean environment 

• Large community volunteer base 

• Numerous organizations with an interest in economic development 

Weaknesses: • Small, slowly growing popUlation 

• Limited skilled labour pool 

• Below average income levels 

• Degree of reliance on commodity markets 

• Number oflocal government bodies (City, Village and two ENs) 

• Provincial taxes and regulations 

• Rural road conditions 

• Distance from Victoria decision makers 

• Transportation costs and service (continued on next page) 
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• Telecommunications 
Weaknesses: • Distance from major markets 
(Continued) • Property tax rates 

• Attitude of some residents towards local businesses and industry 

• No lead economic development agency 

Growth Potential Over Next 
Three Years 

Opportunities: • Agriculture High 

• Forest industry Medium 

• Oil and gas High 

• Mining Low 

• Retail Medium 

• Tourism High 

• Transportation Medium 

• Telecommunications Medium 

• Construction Medium 

• Manufacturing and secondary Low 
processing (excluding forest and agriculture sectors) 

• Health services 

• Educational services Medium 

• Government services Low 

• Non-sector specific (eg, retirement living, Low 
home-based and footloose small businesses) Medium 

Threats: • Aggressive competition the Alberta Government for economic 
development opportunities 

• Competition from Alberta businesses, particularly in the 
agricultural processing, wood products and retail sectors 

• Competition for economic development opportunities from other 
BC communities 

• Slumping demand in the mining and forest sectors 

• The potential for another poor year of agricultural crop production 
due to weather 

• Reduced financial support and continued downloading of 
responsibilities to the local level by senior levels of gove~ent 

• Weak performance of the provincial economy 
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Economic Development Objectives 

Six strategic objectives have been established for capitalizing upon the Dawson Creek 
area's economic development opportunities and addressing weaknesses that affect its 
competitive position. These objectives, and the supporting rationale for each, are as 
follows: 

1. To pursue and promote economic development in an organized manner. 

An organized approach is needed in order to fully capitalize upon some of the economic 
development opportunities available to the area. There must be an organization in place 
with a clear mandate and sufficient resources to be the lead agency in coordinating and 
facilitating the pursuit and promotion of economic development. 

2. To diversify the primary industry sectors, particularly forestry and agriculture. 

One of the area's key strengths is its large and diverse natural resource base. The 
industries that draw on these resources are responsible for much of the economic well
being in the area, both directly and indirectly. Diversification into new products and 
markets, with a focus on value-added opportunities, will strengthen the local economy. 
The opportunities are particularly significant in the forestry and agriculture sectors. 

3. To enhance the tourism sector. 

The tourism market is growing world-wide. The Dawson Creek area already derives 
significant benefits from tourism, but it can gain more. This includes getting more out 
of the existing Alaska Highway market and securing more of the opportunities in 
growing markets, such as eco-tourism, outdoor adventure, sports and recreation. 

4. To revitalize the retail sector. 

A healthy retail sector is integral to the area's economic development. The focus needs 
to be on both reducing the spending leakage out of the area, particularly into Alberta, 
and attracting more spending from outside the community, particularly from tourists. 
Merchant support is critical to achieving this objective. 

5. To ensure that the infrastructure, services and environment needed to support 
growth are in place. 

The Dawson Creek area has much of the basic infrastructure and many of the services 
needed to attract and support development and population growth. However, a number 
of areas of weakness have been identified that, if resolved, would enhance the area's 
competitive position in attracting certain opportunities. 
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6. To attract new residents based on community lifestyle. 

The Dawson Creek area offers an attractive lifestyle in terms of its natural setting, 
affordable housing, clean environment and range of amenities and services. This can be 
capitalized upon in pursuing certain markets, such as the growing retiree population and 
people whose line of work allows them flexibility in where they chose to live. 
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v. STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS 

This section presents the strategies and actions for achieving the Dawson Creek area's 
economic development objectives and identifies the results expected as a means of 
monitoring progress. 

It is not expected that all the strategies will be acted upon, at least not in the short-term, 
given funding and other resource constraints. The key stakeholders must determine which 
strategies they are prepared to support and implement. 

The consultants have identified the organizations that they believe could take primary 
responsibility for a strategy. In some cases, the organizations are already fulfilling that role. 
In other cases, the stakeholder groups need to agree on who should take the lead role based 
on level of interest, resources and expertise. 

Actions in support of strategies are identified for areas where there is no organization 
currently taking a lead role or where a new organization is proposed. However, where 
organizations already exist, actions have not been identified since the organizations 
themselves are in the best position to determine how they wish to handle the strategies. 

The order in which strategics are presented is not meant to suggest ranking by importance 
or priority, with the exception of the initial steps in selecting and establishing an interim 
and permanent economic development organization. The key stakeholders must work 
together to establish the priorities based on interest and resources. 

Objective 1: To pursue and promote economic development in an organized manner 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

I. Establish interim - Get agreement to participate City of Dawson June Interim 
economic development from key stakeholders Creek 1998 organ ization 
organization - Begin implementation established 

process 
2. Establish new - Review organization and Interim By end Permanent 
economic development funding options economic of 1998 organization 
organization - Select preferred option development established, 

- Develop terms of reference organization funded and 
- Develop necessary staffed 
partnership agreements 
- Develop policies and 
procedures ; , 
- Establish office 
- HireEDO and other staff 

(contmued next page) 
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Objective 1: To pursue and promote economic development in an organized manner 
(continued) 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

3. Establish - Meet quarterly with North Interim/ Begin in Close working 
relationship with other Peace, Chetwynd, Tumbler pennanent mid- relationship with 
economic development Ridge & First Nations/Metis economic 1998 other 
organizations in the - Identify projects and issues development organizations 

region for joint pursuit organization 
4. Distribute regular - Develop theme, design and Economic Begin in Better infonned 
economic development content development early community and 
newsletter to residents - Detennine frequency of organization 1999 strong support 
and businesses publication for economic 
focusing on successes - Secure sponsorships andlor development 
and opportunities advertisers 

5. Establish web site - Develop theme, design and Economic Mid- Enhanced 
on internet profiling content development 1999 promotion of 
entire Dawson Creek - Link to web sites of other organization area and 
area, with an emphasis local organizations significant 
on economic - Secure sponsorships and/or number of "hits" 
development themes advertisers on the site 

- Update regularly 
6. Establish ongoing - Develop program details Interim/ Mid- Significant 
incentive program to - Solicit local businesses for pennanent 1998 number of good 
solicit economic prizes (eg, free dinners) economic ideas subm itted 
development ideas - Regularly promote program development on an ongoing 
from the public organ ization basis 
7. Establish program - Prepare regular economic Interiml Fall 1998 Better informed 
for regular exposure development column in onc permanent community and 
through local media of the papers economic strong support 

- Make regular radio talk development for econom ic 
show appearances organization development 

8. Develop advertising - Detennine how each market Economic Early High quality 
and promotional sector will be targeted development 1999 material focused 
material - Develop themes, design and organization on target markets 

content and key themes 
- Detennine methods of 
distribution for each target 
market 

9. Host an "Industry - Detennine which sectors Economic Early Strong ongoing 
Week" annually for are to be showcased development 1999 support from 
each key industry - Establish annual calendar organization industry and 
sector to promote and schedule increased support 
celebrate its - Determine venues, events for industrial 
contribution to the and publicity development by 
local economy - Solicit support and community 

participation from businesses 
in each sector 
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Objective 2: To diversify the primary industry sectors, particularly forestry and 
agriculture 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

I. Continue to pursue Responsibility of established Peace Wood Ongoing More local 
value-added forest lead organization, with Value-Added value-added 
product opportunities support of economic Products Assn. wood processing 

development organization businesses 

2. Continue to pursue Responsibility of established Peace Value- Ongoing More local 
value-added lead organizations, with Added Food value-added 
agricultural product support of economic Centre Assn. ! agricultural and 
opportunities development organization PRASPS food processing 

businesses 
3. Support efforts by - Meet with PRASPS Board Interim! [mmedi- -Funding secured 
PRASPS to secure to determine what needs to permanent ate -Continued 
continued funding be done economic identification 

- Undertake lobbying development and pursuit of 
campaign of potential organization opportunities 
government funding sources 

4. Determine - Solicit interest in exploring Economic Start in Feasibility of 
feasibility of idea from industry development Fall 1999 opportunity 
establishing - Establish project committee organization and determined and, 
greenhouses using - Undertake feasibility study complete if feasible, one or 
wilsIe hcal from using oUlside expert by mid- more greenhollse 
industry knowledgeable in this area 2000 operations 

-If feasible, develop strategy established 
for attracting investment 

5. Encourage Responsibility of established Peace Organic Ongoing Wider range and 
continued expansion lead organization, with Producers Assn. higher volumes 
of organic agricultural support of economic of organic 
products sector development organization products 

produced and 
processed locally 

6. Provide community - Develop program for Interim! Ongoing Projects 
support to resource routinely monitoring permanent approved and 
companies in industrial activities and economic strengthened 
development proposals in area development relationship 
applications and - Prepare letters of support organization between resource 
proposals to and submissions to companies and 
government regulatory agencies community 

demonstrating community 
support for projects 

7. Develop greater - Determine appropriate lead To be initiated Mid- More local 
local expertise in organization to pursue this by economic [999 expertise in these 
forest planning, opportunity development area through 
management and - Pursue funding support organization, combination of 
technical services from FRBC for study of how but picked up training and 

to implement by appropriate attracting outside 
i lead agency businesses 

(continued next page) 
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Objective 2: To diversify the primary industry sectors, particularly forestry and 
agriculture 

(continued) 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

8. Identify -Meet with procurement Interim Mid- Share of work 
opportunities for local officials for project and economic 1998 secured by local 
businesses to detennine supply and service development businesses 
participate in Alliance needs organization 
Pipeline project - Publicize needs to local 

businesses through direct 
contact and special newsletter 

9. Prepare Oil & Gas - Prepare list of local service Interim Fall 1998 Directory 
Service Directory businesses economic distributed and 

. Solicit advertisers/sponsors development more work 
for directory organiz.:'ltion secured by local 
- Publish and distribute to oil businesses 
and gas companies 
throughout region 

10. Establish more 24- - Detennine needs of industry Interim Fall 1998 More work 
hour services to oil and requiring 24-hour service economic at same secured by either 
gas industry in local - Identify local businesses development time as existing or new 
area that could meet these needs organ ization directory local businesses 

andlor encourage project 
establishment of new 
businesses 

II. Support oil and - Review regulations and A II econom ic Mid- Streamlined 
gas industry regulatory identify means orimproving development 1998 process and 
review by provincial - Prepare position paper organizations in increased 
government emphasizing industry's region jointly industry activity 

importance to the region and in the region 
ways to enhance it 
- Make submission to 
provincial review group 

Objective 3: To enhance the tourism sector 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

I. Explore means of - Identity priorities Interim economic Mid 1998 More funding 
increasing funding and - Detennine funding development secured to 
support for local tourism sources and secure organization allow ideas to 
initiatives commitments be pursued 

and 
implemented 

(contmued next page) 
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Objective 3: To enhance the tourism sector 
(continued) 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

2. Support Hart Hotel Responsibility of Village of Pouce On-going Casino built 
casino proposal established lead Coupe and tourists 

organization, with support attracted 
of interim/permanent 
economic development 
organization 

3. Establish agri-tours of Responsibility of Tourist Spring At least one 
local farms and established lead Information 1999 in agri-tour 
processors organization, with support Centre time for operator in 

of interim/permanent peak 1999 and 
econom ic development tourist positive 
organization season response 

from market 
4. Attract more Responsibility of City of Dawson Ongoing More rooms 
hotel/motel established lead Creek and 
developments to Dawson organization, with support increased 
Creek of interim/permanent number of 

economic development visitors 
organization 

5. Determine feasibility Responsibility of Chamber of Ongoing, Feasibility 
of establishing of established lead Commerce with determined 
Interpretative Centre orgunization, with support ideally a and, if viable, 

of interim/permanent decision funding 
economic development later this secured and 
organization year centre built 

6. Build upon JOO Days Responsibility of Tourist Ongoing More events 
of Summer theme by established lead Information and greater 
securing more events and organization, with support Centre participation 
community participation of interim/permanent by tourists 

economic development 
organization 

7. Pursue opportunities Responsibility of Tourist Begin in More 
for more First Nations established lead Information Fall 1998 participation 
and Metis participation organization(s), with Centre, preferably by First 
in tourist events and support of working jointly Nations and 
attractions interim/permanent with a group such Metis groups 

economic development as Northeast and positive 
organization Native Advancing response 

Society from market 
8. Place more emphasis Responsibility of Tourist Begin in Increased 
on eco·tourism and established lead Information Fall 1998 tourist 
outdoor adventure organization(s), with Centre, preferably after peak activity in 
markets support of interim/ working with season is these market 

permanent economic PRAHTA over segments 
development organization 

(continued next page) 
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Objective 3: To enhance the tourism sector 
(continued) 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

9. Place more emphasis Responsibility of Tourist Begin in Increased 
on sports and recreation established lead Information Fall 1999 tourist 
markets, including both organization(s), with Centre, preferably after peak activity in 
winter and summer support of interim/ working jointly season is these market 

pennanenteconomic with sports and over segments 
development organization recreation groups 

10. Explore viability of - Flesh out concept and Interim economic Fall 1998 More co-
establishing local organize meeting of all key development ordination 
tourism association to tourist-oriented businesses organization and commun-
support efforts of Tourist and groups in area ication 
Information Centre and - Determine level of amongst local 
PRAHTA interest in participating and tourism 

under what circumstances businesses 
- Establish organization if and groups 
support is there 

II. Encourage Identity and approach Interim econom ic In time for Enhanced 
availability of weekend motor vehicle repair development 1998 peak level of 
motor vehicle repair businesses in community, organization season service and 
services during tourist with the objective of positive 
peak season finding either one or response 

several on a rotating basis from market 

12. Explore viability of Responsibility of Tourist In time for More 
holding daily Farmers established lead Information 1998 peak business for 
Market during peak organization. with support Centre season local farmers 
season of interim/permanent and positive 

economic development response 
organization from market 

13. Determine feasibility Responsibility of South Peace Art By Fall Feasibility 
of Art Gallery expansion established lead Society 1998 determined 

organization, with support and, if viable, 
of interim/permanent funding 
economic development secured and 
organization gallery 

expanded 
14. Determine feasibility Responsibility of City of Dawson 2000 Feasibility 
of roof on rodeo arena established lead Creek determined 
for Stampede and other organization, with support and, if viable, 
existing or potential of economic development funding 
events organization secured and 

roof built 
IS. Place more focus on Responsibility of City of Dawson 1999 Improved 
street beautification in established lead Creek street 
Dawson Creek, including organization, with support appearance 
along arterial roads of interim/permanent and positive 

economic development feedback 
organization from visitors 
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Objective 4: To revitalize the retail sector 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

I. Re-establish the BIA - Define boundaries of Interim/pennanent Begin in BIA re-

in Dawson Creek BIA and develop new economic Fall 1998 established 
program development and strong 
- Gain support from organization merchant 
majority of merchants participation 

2. Participate in BC - Develop proposal and City of Dawson Submit Funding 
Neighbourhood submit to Ministry Creek and BIA proposal secured and 
Enhancement Program - Secure local in Spring program 

fundinglservice-in-kind 1999 initiated 
support 

3. Conduct Customer ResponsibiliIy of CommuniIy Skills Immediate Survey 
Service Survey established lead Centre completed 

organization, with support and areas for 
of interim/pennanent improvement 
economic development identified 
organization 

4. Enhance level of - Identify areas for Chamber of Begin in Increased 
service in retail sector improvement based on Commerce, Fall 1998 merchant 

through Superhosl and customer service survey working with BIA participation 
other programs, such as - Create programs to assist and/or economic in programs 
Retail Merchants Assn. merchants development and positive 
ofl3C organization shopper 

feedback 
5. Create downtown Responsibility of proposed BIA Begin in Common 
design theme and image lead organization, with mid-I999 vision for 

support of economic area and 
development organization improved 

appearance 
6. Reinstall seating and Responsibility of lead City of Dawson Begin in Improved 
infonnation kiosk in core organization, with support Creek 1999 appearance 

of economic development and more 
organization and/or BIA shoppers 

7. Develop "shop local" - Develop campaign theme Interim/ Begin in Strong 
promotional campaign - Create promotional permanent Fall 1998 merchant 

material, including street economic support and 
and store signage and development increased 
media advertising organization sales 

8. Consider restarting - Review program's Interim economic Fall 1998 Strong 
Dollar Days promotion success and merchant development merchant 

concerns organization support and 
- Revise program as and increased 
gain more merchant sales 
participation 

(continued next page) 
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Objective 4: To revitalize the retail sector 
(continued) 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

9. Initiate downtown - Develop spruce-up ideas Initially interim Begin Strong 
"spruce up" campaign, (eg, paint, flower planting. economic Summer merchant 
including store fronts awnings, signage) development 1998 support and 
and general appearance - Offer awards and public organization and improved 
of area recognition for participants eventually BIA appearance 
10. Encourage more wall - Create theme and design BIA Begin in Strong 
murals in downtown area standards tied to overall Spring merchant 

based on common theme downtown design theme 1999 support and 
- Offer awards and public improved 
recognition for participants appearance 

I I. Encourage new Review OCP policies and City of Dawson 1999 Improved 
retailers to locate in zoning bylaw to determine Creek downtown 
downtown area to reduce if commercial sprawl can viability 
vacant space and be reducedldiscouraged 
increase activity 
12. IdentitY local - Determine needs of the Interiml Fall 1998 More 
procurement two organizations permanent opportun ities 
opportunities with Health - Identify existing economic secured by 
Services Society and businesses that can meet development local 
School District needs or new business organ ization businesses 

opportunities 

Objective 5: To ensure that the infrastructure, services and environment needed to 

support growth arc in place 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

I. Attract Northern - Develop rationale for Interim economic June 1998 Office located 
Development branch local office development locally and 
office - Lobby provincial organi7.3tion improved 

government commun-
ication with 
Province 

2. Develop more Responsibility of Village of Pouce 1998 Lots available 
residential lots in Pouce established lead Coupe to allow 
Coupe organization, with support population 

of interim econom ic growth. 
development organization 

3. Secure Fair Share Responsibility of Peace River Immediate More local 
agreement established lead Regional District government 

organization, with support revenue, 
of interim economic reduced taxes, 
development organization and servicel 

amenity 
improvements 

(continued next page) 
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Objective 5: To ensure that the infrastructure, services and environment needed to 
support growth are in place 

(continued) 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

4. Secure provincial Responsibility of Peace River Immediate Roads 
funding commitment for established lead Regional District improved and 
rural road improvements organization, with support increased 

of interim economic development 
development organization activity 

5. Secure MoTH Responsibility of Peace River Immediate Clear picture 
commitment for long established lead Regional District of future 
range transportation plan organization, with support plans and 

of interim econom ic ability to 
development organization influence 

plans 
6. LobBY for changes to II. Work with BC Interim! Fall 1998 Regulations 
BC trucking industry Trucking Assn. In permanent amended and 
regulations continuing to lobby economic improved 

Minister development local service 
- Demonstrate benefits to organization and rates 
area and prov iDee 

7. Upgrade BC Rail's II. Lobby BCR and Economic 1999 Upgrade 
Dawson Creek Province development completed 
subdivision - Demonstrate benel1ts to organizutioll and improved 

area allo Be Ruil rail service 
8. Push for adjusted rail 11. Lobby BCR, CNR Economic 1999 Tariffs 
tariff rates to allow and Transport development amended and 
interswitching in Canada organization improved rail 
Dawson Creek - Demonstrate benefits to service/rates 

area and railways 
9. Promote increased air Responsibility of City of Dawson Begin in Improved 
service established lead Creek Fall 1998 service to 

organization, with support tourism and 
of economic development other business 
organ ization sectors and 

more airport 
revenue 

10. Explore opportunities Responsibility of City of Dawson 1999 Viability 
for stronger linkages established lead Creek and N LC determined 
between airport and N LC organization, with support and programs 
programs of economic development developed if 

organization feasible 
II. Improve airport Responsibility of City of Dawson Begin in Increased 
amenities, including established lead Creek Fall 1998 airport use 
outdoor phone, 24-hour organization, with support and revenue 
fuel service and small of economic development 
campground organization 

(continued next page) 
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Objective 5: To ensure that the infrastructure, services and environment needed to 
support growth are in place 

(continued) 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

12. Install displays and Responsibility of City of Dawson Spring Greater 
signage in airport established lead Creek and Tourist 1999 visitor 
terminal promoting local organizations, with Information awareness 
tourist attractions and support of economic Centre and improved 
local businesses development organization appearance 

13. Improve local - Invite Be Tel program Interim/ rail 1998 Strong local 
telecommunications representatives to area to permanent support for 
through Integrated explain program economic program and 
Community Network - Gain broad public and development improved 
Program private sector support for organization local services 

participation 
14. Lobby for second Responsibility of Community Immediate Second 
operating room at established lead Health Services operating 
hospital organization, with support Society room built 

of economic development and improved 
organization health care 

15. Examine feasibility Responsibility of NLC 1999 Residences 
of building additional established lead built and 
student residences at organization, with support more out-of-
NLC of economic development town students 

organization attracted 
16. Continue strong Responsibility of wide NLC, Community Ongoing Better skill 
emphasis on education. variety of established lead Futures, Skills levels. lower 
training and small organizations. with Centre. Enterprise unemploy-
business assistance support of economic Centre and others ment and 
programs geared to development organization more business 
existing residents and start-ups and 
businesses expansion 
17. Conduct annual - Design survey and mail Economic First Improved 
survey of all businesses out development survey in understanding 
in area to determine their - Encourage response organization early 2000 of business' 
needs, potential through prize draw or after needs and 
opportunities, trends and other incentive assumed feedback on 
the perceived - Adjust economic first full usefulness of 
benefits/performance of development initiatives year of economic 
the economic and services based on operation development 
development feedback initiatives 
organization and its 
efforts and services 
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Objective 6: To attract new residents based on community lifestyle 

Strategies Actions Lead Role Timing Results 
Expected 

I. Attract more out-of- Responsibility of NLC Fall 1999 More non-
town and foreign established lead resident 
students to NLC organization, with support students and 

of economic development greater local 
organization spending 

2. Encourage expansion - Organize regular events Economic Begin in MoreHBB's 
of home-based for existing and development mid-1999 attracted to/ 
businesses prospective HBB's organization created in the 

- Advertise in publications area 
read by small business 
owners and professionals 
in BC and Alberta 

3. Encourage more - Identify need/opportunity Economic Mid-1999 More 
development of and potential development development residential 
retirement communities sites organization development 
in City and Village - Market opportunity to and retention/ 

developers specializing in attraction of 
retirement communities retirees 

4. Promote area to - Develop promotional Economic Late 1999 Attraction of 
retirees living elsewhere, campaign aimed at retiree development more retirees 
particularly in Northern market, including those organization 
BC and Alberta traveling through the area 
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VII. IMPLEMENTATION 

This section discusses what needs to be done to implement the plan, including the 
organizational and funding issues that must be addressed. 

Organizational Options 

It is the consultants' opinion that selecting the appropriate organizational structure to carry 
out economic development and securing funding are high priorities. It is, however, 
recognized that these issues may take some time to fully resolve and that an interim 
approach to funding and organi7Altion may be rcquircd. With this in mind, four options arc 
identified here for how the economic development function could be permanently 
organized and an interim approach also suggested. 

There are a number of models for organizing economic development at the local level. 
Those typically found in BC include: 

• Economic Development Department: 

• Economic Development Commission: 

• Chamber of Commerce; and. 

• Economic Development Corporation. 

The basic structure of each of these types of organizations is summarized below. along with 
thc strcngths and wcakncsses thaI have heen commonly ohserved in situations where the 
models have bccn uscd. 

There is no "right or wrong" model for organizing an economic development function. 
What works well in one community may not be appropriate in another situation. Among 
the factors to be considered are funding sources, the types of economic development 
activities to be undertaken, the presence of other local organizations with a role in 
economic development, geographic coverage and the level of interest and involvement 
from Council, the business community and the general public. 

It should also be recognized that the commonly observed strengths and weaknesses do not 
apply in every case. It is a matter of the particular dynamics in a community that dictate 
how well a particular organizational structure works. 
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Option 1: Economic Development Department 

The most common form of economic development organization at the local level is the 
internal municipal function. This can be a separate department at City Hall or part of 
another department, typically development services, planning, administration or corporate 
services. In smaller communities, the Economic Development Officer (EDO) often reports 
directly to the Administrator. 

There is sometimes an Economic Development Committee, which is most often composed 
of Council members. Some communities include citizen or business representatives on 
thei.rcommittees, but their role is advisory only. Council normally has control over all 
appointments to a committee of this type. 

A feV\' examples of the many communities in BC that use this model are Maple Ridge, 
Nelson (newly-formed), Merritt, Port Moody, Richmond, and Tumbler Ridge. 

The benefits of this form of organization can include: 

• A link between local government and the business community through a single staff 
person or group. 

• Better resources and access to municipal information. 

• Elimination of the potential for conflict of interest with local existing business 
organizations. 

• The ability to more easily integrate economic development objectives and plans with 
other municipal objectives, plans and regulations. 

• The ability to work with proposals or projects in their pre-public (confidential) stages. 

• A hands-on economic development capability by the municipality, with more sense of 
ownership in the process and therefore interest in the outcome. 

The difficulties with this model can include: 

• The potential for political interests to overshadow the process. 

• Reduced business to business contact. 

• Reluctance on the part of some businesses to deal with a municipal staff person to 
resolve an issue or problem, particularly where the problem is with another municipal 
department. 

• The potential for lack of direct input and participation by the business community. 

• The possibility of less independence and objectivity by a municipal department and the 
potential for staff to become politicizecl, 

• The potential for bureaucracy to stifle staff s ability to respond effectively to 
opportunities and issues. 
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Option 2: Economic Development Commission 

Similar in form to an economic development department but with the staff receiving 
direction from a private, private/public or public board of directors, the commission 
approach may be part of a local government or group of local governments, an ad hoc 
working group of a department, or a totally separate non-profit society. 

This structure is more typically used when a group of representative agencies or more than 
one local government are working together and need to ensure that specific interests are 
represented at the boardroom table. It is also appropriate for communities with largc and 
complex economic systems. 

Until recently, the District of West Vancouver, the District of North Vancouver and the 
City of North Vancouver operated under this model, with a high profile joint commission 
known as the North Shore Economic Development Commission. Local examples of this 
model include the North Peace Economic Development Commission and the Chetwynd 
and Area Joint Economic Development Commission. 

The commission model was also one of the approaches previously used the Dawson Creek 
area. Under a Regional District Bylaw that is still on the books, the City of Dawson Creek, 
Village of Pouce Coupe and Electoral Areas D and E can establish an economic 
development commission and raise funds through property taxation (the amount and 
conditions are spelled out in the bylaw). It appears that this funding could be "topped up" 
through additional contributions from general revenue and could raise most if not all of the 
moncy required to fund an economic development function. 

Membership on the Commission is restricted to the four Regional District representatives, 
with a weighted vote based on the number of votes to which each representative is entitled 
on the Regional Board. 

While not discussed in the Bylaw, there appears to be no reason why there could not be 
non-voting members of the commission selected from the business community and general 
public that act in an advisory capacity. 

Depending on how it is structured, the benefits of a commission format can inelude: 

• The opportunity for direct business involvement if there are more than just government 
representatives on the commission. 

• The capability to integrate groups who typically do not work together directly. 

• The opportunity for a close link to government resources and information. 

• The ability to raise funds and gain buy-in from a broader geographical area. 
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The difficulties with the economic development commission approach can include: 

• Depending on composition, the risk that the commission board may not adequately 
represent broad business and community interests. 

• Extra effort is required to ensure that the commission is able to work confidentially on 
pre-public projects ifit includes members of the public. 

• The potential that commission members may not be able to effectively direct an EDD, 
depending on their management experience and the reporting structure. 

Option 3: Chamber of Commerce 

The Chamber of Commerce economic development function is normally a contracted 
responsibility that is in addition to a chamber's normal community business advancement 
functions. This approach tends to be more often used in the US than in Canada. 

Typically a fee for service contract, the services provided often include a business 
information centre function, small business advice, a tourism component, and the 
distribution of information material, including senior government publications. 

Examples of smaller communities that contract with the Chamber of Commerce are 
Penticton, Houston and Fernie. Some communities have chosen to give certain areas of 
responsibility for economic development to their Chambers of Commerce, while retaining 
other services in-house (eg, Richmond). 

Among the benefits of this approach are: 

• The business community is directly working to promote an expanded business base. 

• Business to business contact is one of the best methods of business recruitment. 

• The community of interest has influence in defining the services it needs. 

• Existing resources and expertise can be capitalized upon. 

The problems with this option typically focus around: 

• Concern over services to members versus non-members, with the former often taking 
precedence. 

• Lack of direct control by the funding body (usually the municipality) over specific 
work to be completed. 

• The sometimes unwelcoming nature of existing businesses to a new competing business 
that may actually be in the broader cOlIlmunity's interest. 

• Difficulty dealing with broader strategic issues closely tied into municipal objectives 
and plans. 
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• Less direct and immediate access to government contacts, information and other 
resources. 

• Less ability to work on pre-public proposals and project opportunities. 

For these reasons, many larger municipalities have moved away from their Chambers of 
Commerce being the organizations primarily responsible for local economic development, 
although some continue to assign certain functions, such as business advisory services or 
tourism, to the chambers and fund them accordingly. Assigning a role and place at the 
boardroom table for the local chamber is generally advisable to ensure there is a 
cooperative working relationship and to reduce the potential for working at cross-purposes 
or duplicating effort. 

The Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce has indicated that it believes it is in a 
good position to be the lead agency undertaking economic development on behalf of the 
Dawson Creek area, particularly given that it is already involved in providing a number of 
the services that are typically provided by an economic development organization. The 
Chamber wishes to ensure that this option is given due consideration by the City and other 
stakeholders in deciding on the best option. 

Option 4: Economic Development Corporation 

This form of organization is also more common in the US than in Canada. It is similar in 
many ways to contrncting to a Chamhcr or Commcrcc, hut thc contractcd organi)".ation's 
only purpose is to provide economic development services on behalf of one or more clients. 
The Kamloops Economic Development Corporation (KEDCo) is an example of this type of 
organization. 

This organizational approach is rarely used by local governments in BC because it more 
expensive than the other options, which allow the potential for some sharing of resources 
with other functions. KEDCo, for example, has its own offices, with three full-time 
positions: an EDO, assistant EDO and secretary/receptionist. The corporation receives 
$250,000 annually from the City of Kamloops plus money it is able to access from other 
funding sources for specific projects. 

Interim Organization 

It may take some time for the permanent organizational structure to be selected and 
established. Therefore, an interim approach to undertaking economic development is 
needed. 

The present Steering Committee is composed of volunteers drawn from each of the three 
subcommittees. There must be a continuing role for these volunteers, who have spent the 
past year contributing their time and ideas to moving economic development forward. 
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However, the next steps in the process involve the commitment of a significant amount of 
time and expertise, as well as money and other resources, to implement the recommended 
strategies. This is more than can be reasonably expected of a group of volunteers. 

As an alternative to the current Steering Committee structure, it is recommended that an 
interim committee be established with membership from those organizations that are 
expected to play a particularly important role in implementing the strategies because of 
their economic development mandate, access to funding and programs, and the resources 
and expertise they can bring to the table. These organizations include the City of Dawson 
Creek, Village of Pouce Coupe, Electoral Areas D and E, Chamber of Commerce, 
Community Futures, Kiwanis Enterprise Centre, Northern Lights College, Peace Liard 
Science Council and Peace Community Skills Centre. 

There are other organizations that could also be represented on this interim committee. For 
example, organizations representing specific industry sectors should be considered, such as 
the Peace River Agriculture Strategic Planning Society and the Peace Wood Value-Added 
Association. Representation by First Nations and Metis organizations should also be 
considered. 

A number of these organizations are very likely to have a continuing role once the 
permanent economic development structure is determined since there is a clear desire to see 
broad public and private sector representation, no matter which model is selected. 

Regardless of which organizations are selected to participate on either an interim or 
permanent basis, one of the criteria for membership must include a serious commitment to 

. active involvement. This includes regular attendance at meetings and promptly following 
through with assigned responsibilities and duties. 

The present subcommittees should remain in place and continue to act in an advisory role 
to the interim committee in their respective areas of interest. A member of the interim 
economic development organization should be appointed to each of the three 
subcommittees to ensure effective communication. 

Once the permanent organizational structure is selected, the subcommittees could still 
continue on in their advisory role. However, some changes in the subcommittee structure 
are likely to occur over time. For example, if some form of retail merchants association or 
BIA is established, this would largely replace the role presently played by the Retail and 
Image Promotion Subcommittee. In such a case, members of the subcommittee could move 
over to the new organization. 

In order to move from the current Steering Committee structure to an interim committee 
structure, it is recommended that a series of meetings be held as soon as possible with 
representatives of all the organizations identified above that have been suggested for 
membership on the interim committee. The objectives of the meetings should include: 
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• securing a commitment from each organization to participate on the interim committee; 

• identifying the resources that each organization can offer the interim committee; 

• agreeing on policies and procedures for the interim committee; 

• reviewing and discussing the options for a permanent organizational structure to 
determine and reaching consensus on a preferred option; 

• reviewing and discussing funding options and agreeing on the preferred option; 

• reviewing and discussing the economic development strategies and agreeing on 
priorities; and 

• establishing time frames for achieving the above objectives. 

The City of Dawson Creek should take the lead role in organizing and chairing these 
meetings. As part of agreeing on priorities, input should be sought from the three 
subcommittees since they have been most involved in considering opportunities and will be 
called upon to provide volunteer support in implementing certain of the strategies. 

Terms of Reference 

It is imperative that, whichever organizational option is selected, either permanent or 
interim, that terms of reference and policies and procedures be established. 

These nature of these terms of reference and policies and procedures will be largely 
dependent upon the type of organization selected, who is represented on it and funding 
sources. However, the key roles and responsibilities typically assigned to an economic 
dcvelopmcnt organization arc as 1(,Jlows: 

• to prepare and maintain an up-to-date economic development strategy; 

• to collect, analyze and distribute pertinent and up-to-date information on the local 
economy, including key industry sectors; 

~ to identify investment and business opportunities and proactively pursue_them; 

• to prepare and distribute promotional material; 

~ to raise th.e profile of and local support for economic development; 

• to coordinate local activities of organizations with an economic development role; 

• to advocate on behalf of local businesses; 

• to provide input to government plans and policies that affect the local economy and 
businesses; 

• to identify and pursue funding sources for economIc development projects and 
programs; and 
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• to build community partnerships to achieve economic development goals and 
objectives. 

Staffing 

In order to properly promote and pursue economic development, it is the consultants' 
opinion that a full-time EOO will be required. Other staffing requirements will be 
dependent upon the organizational structure selected. For example, if the decision was 
made to go with the Chamber of Commerce or municipal hall option, there would be 
opportunities for some sharing of existing resources. 

The qualifications that an EOO should bring to the position include: 

• a proven track record in economic development, preferably at the community level; 

• a minimum of five years of directly pertinent experience; 

• knowledge of the BC economy and of the industry sectors of most interest to the 
Dawson Creek area; 

• knowledge of the Municipal Act and other pertinent government legislation; 

• knowledge of government programs and funding sources; 

• strong leadership skills; 

• highly polished written and verbal communication skills; 

• strong negotiating skills; 

• the ability to work effectively with a variety of public and private sector organizations; 

• the demonstrated ability to get things done and to be highly proactive in pursuing 
opportunities; 

• willingness to travel and to work weekends and evenings; 

• computer literacy; and 

• appropriate education, preferably with a university degree in economics, planning, 
economic geography, finance, accounting or a related field. 

While there is not expected to be a need for a full-time co-ordinator to assist the EOO, there 
is likely to be sufficient work to require some contracted assistance on a part-time basis, 
both to work on specific projects that arise and to deal with routine data compilation and 
analysis. 
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Funding 

The amount of funding required for the economic development function will be very much 
dependent upon the type of organization established and the strategies selected for 
implementation. However, the minimum amount required on an annual basis is likely to be 
at least $120,000 and probably more. 

For example, EDO's salaries outside the Lower Mainland typically start at $45,000 per 
year, plus benefits, and many are in the $50,000-$60,000 range, particularly those with a 
proven track record in economic development. 

A significant amount of travel is also likely to be required, which could amount to another 
$15,000-$20,000 per year. The required travel budget will depend upon the types of 
opportunities being pursued, but will be relatively high if they involve meetings and other 
activities outside the local area. 

Contracted part-time assistance of an individual to assist with specific projects would 
amount to another $12,000 annually assuming an hourly fee of $25 and an average of just 
40 hours of work per month. If there are a large number of initiatives underway that are 
taking up much of the EDO's time, the amount of part-time assistance required could rise 
considerably. 

The costs of preparing and distributing promotional material could also be substantial. For 
example, it is understood that the Chamber of Commcrcc's annual Build Your Future Here 
publication costs about $40,000, excluding staff time and office expenses. This publication 
serves as an excellent introduction to the Dawson Creek area and its attractions, but more 
specialized material will likely have to be developed as part of promoting and pursuing 
specific opportunities. 

The Economic Development Steering Committee is currently relying largely upon funding 
from Human Resources Development Canada. This funding will not continue for the long
term. Securing the necessary funding is partially dependent upon the geographic coverage 
of the economic development function and who participates in overseeing it. For example, 
if the Regional District commission model is selected, most of the funding can come 
through property taxation by the City, Village and two Electoral Areas. This would seem to 
be a reasonable funding approach given that the intent of the new organization is to 
represent the interests of the broader area. I f another model is selected, such as the 
Chamber of Commerce model, the funding will have to be negotiated amongst the 
stakeholders. 
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Performance Monitoring 

In order to monitor the Dawson Creek area's overall success in achieving its economic 
development goals, there are a number of performance indicators that can be used. 

There are five methods of measurement typically used to evaluate performance: 

• The first method is to measure performance against other organizations, which in this 
case would be other local economic development organizations in the province. This is 
unlikely to produce meaningful information because there are considerable differences 
between communities in how they handle economic development, as well as in the 
information they collect. 

• The second method is to measure performance against other departments within the 
organization, which could be used if economic development was part of municipal 
government. 

• The third method is to measure how the economic development organization's 
performance changes year to year for established criteria, such as the number of 
enquires handled. 

• The fourth method is to determine how the organization has done in meeting its 
expected results for specific actions that are not performed on a scheduled annual basis, 
such as completing a plan to target or pursuing a specific opportunity that arises. 

• The fifth method is to measure changes in economic activity in the community, such as 
employment and investment. There are some ways in which this can be done, such as 
the number and type of new business licenses issued each year, but many of the 
performance indicators are difficult to quantify reliably on an annual basis, such as 
employment creation. 

The examples of performance measures which follow use a combination of the latter four 
methods of evaluation. 

Internal Performance 

Examples of measures for evaluating the organization's internal performance (ie, 
efficiency) include: 

• number of tasks and projects initiated and completed; 

• completion of projects on time; 

• completion of projects on or below budget; 

• number of enquires handled; 

• average time required to process enquiries; 

• number of site visits and delegations hosted; 
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• ratio of core grant dollars to funds leveraged; 

• ratio of public funds to private funds leveraged; 

• number of hours spent per initiative or project; 

• newsletters prepared and distributed on schedule; ; 

• results of annual financial audit; 

• completion of annual budget on time; 

• level of staff tumover and absenteeism; 

• results of annual strategic plan review; and 

• results of the proposed annual business survey. 

External Performance 

Measures for evaluating how well the Dawson Creek area has done generating economic 
development (ie, effectiveness) could include, for example: 

• population growth rates; 

• number of business licenses issued; 

• types of new businesses licensed; 

• number, type and value of building permits issued; 

• number and type of jobs created locally (this can only be accurately determined each 
five years through the Canadian Census; in the interim the area must rely on provincial 
government estimates and information collected from local businesses); 

• visitor statistics kept by the Tourism Information Centre; 

• number of square feet of commercial spaee developed or leased; 

• commercial floorspace vacancy rates; 

• unemployment rates; 

• number of business bankruptcies; 

• average wage rates and income levels; 

• total and per capita retail sales; 

• results of the proposed annual business survey; and 

• assessed property values by classification (a measure of diversification of the tax base). 

Additional external performance measures could be introduced over time if appropriate 
statistical information on the state of the local economy becomes available through 
provincial government sources or special studies. 
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It is ultimately the responsibility of the Board, Commission or Council overseeing the 
economic development organization to ensure that performance is being monitored and that 
efficient and effective use is made of resources. This is typically done through a series of 
monthly, quarterly and annual reports prepared and submitted by staff. 

Where anticipated results are not being achieved, it is typically due to one of the following 
reasons: the results are not reasonably achievable given available resources (eg, unrealistic 
economic development opportunities are being pursued or not enough funding is being 
provided to properly pursue them); the available resources are not being properly employed 
(eg., too much time is being spent on nonproductive activities); or, staff do not have the 
appropriate skills and expertise to effectively carry out what needs to be done. 

Solutions to these issues can include, for example, selecting opportunities that are likely to 
be mQre easily achieved, securing more funding and other resources, or providing staff 
training in areas of weakness. This process may also include an objective evaluation of the 
organization by a qualified external party. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION· 

This plan is intended to guide economic development efforts in the Dawson Creek area. 
The plan marks an important step in the economic development process, but it is by no 
means the endpoint of what needs to be done. The challenge now is to maintain the 
commitment, enthusiasm and involvement of the stakeholder groups and community 
volunteers in implementing the plan and ensuring that the economic development process 
remains on track and moving forward. 

Given the time frame of the plan and the nature of economic development, events may 
occur in the next several years that require adjustments to certain aspects of the plan to 
ensure the Dawson Creek area's economic development resources are most effectively and 
efficiently employed. The plan should therefore be reviewed on a regular basis so that it 
continues to meet the area's needs. This will be particularly important during the next year 
given the number of recommended strategies and actions set out in the plan and the 
outstanding issues around how the economic development function will be permanently 
organized and funded. 
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APPENDIX I 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

Steering Committee 

Muriel Stanley, Chair 
Ken Watson, Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce, Co-Chair 
Tim Barry, Forest Renewal BC, Prince George 
Mona Biggin, Retail and Image Promotion Subcommittee Representative 
Bob Gibbs, Industry and Transportation Subcommittee Representative 
Jack Hannam, Economic Development Committee, Chetwynd 
Bob Haugen, Peace Community Skills Centre 
Carol Laforge, Human Resources Development Canada 
Bill Lawrence, Retail and Image Promotion Subcommittee Representative 
Jim Letersky, Industry and Transportation Subcommittee Representative 
Dave Martin, City Councillor 
Michael Martin, Northeast Native Advancing Society 
Jacques Monlezun, Tourism Subcommittee Representative 
Heath Powell, Retail and Image Promotion Subcommittee Representative 
Carrie Schafer, Community Futures 

Tourism Subcommittee 

Calvin Kruk, Past Chair 
Dale Bumstead, City Councillor 
Kimeal Shearing Cooke, Local Business Owner 
Ellen Corea, South Peace Art Society 
Marilyn Croutch, Dawson Creek Visitor Information Services 
Colleen Ferrante, House of Frames 
Marchetta Leoppky, City Councillor 
Dave Martin, City Councillor 
Jacques Monlezun 
Carrie Schafer, South Peace Art Society 
Rose Wilson 

Retail and Image Promotion Subcommittee 

Bob Haugen, Peace Community Skills Centre, Chair 
Mona Biggin 
Frank Grant, City Councillor 
Bill Lawrence 
Andrea Morison 
Tyson Mowat, The Mirror 
Brent Neumann, City Councillor 
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Heath Powell, The Mirror 
Muriel Stanley 
Amanda White, Community Futures 

Industry and Transportation Subcommittee 

Bob Gibbs, Chair, City Councillor 
Gary Aven, AJ Industries 
Don Chahley, BK Distributors 
Paul DeCosta, Source For Sports 
Tim Erickson, Peacelander Realty 
Stewart Flinn, Local Businessperson 
Paul Gevatkoff, Ministry of Forests 
Harvey Giasier, Ministry of Agriculture 
Jim Inkster, Inland Auto Service 

. Michael Knight, Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce 
Jim Letersky, Peace River Agriculture Strategic Planning Society 
Dave Martin, City Councillor 
Howard Moody, Northward AirlNorthwest Services 
Ian Pickering, PFRA 
Eloyd Simon, Canadian Freightways 
Brent Washington, R&C Sales 

Economic Development Co-ordinator 
Andrea Morison 
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APPENDIX II 

INTERVIEWS AND WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 

INTERVIEWS 

Sheila Barnes, Community Health Board, Dawson Creek 
Don Beaton, Homeland Metis Association, Dawson Creek 
Bill Bentley, South Peace Cattlemen's Association, Aaras 
John Birnie, Northern Lights College, Dawson Creek 
Val Braden, Peace Liard Community Health Services Society, Dawson Creek 
Marina Buchan, Peace Organic Producers Association, Silver Valley, Alberta 
Mike Byl, Louisiana Pacific Canada, Dawson Creek 
Gloria Cleve, Labour Market Consultant, Dawson Creek 
Wendy Coomber, Science Council ofBC (Peace Liard), Fort St. John 
Tim Draper, BC Tel, Kelowna 
Albert Erbe, Electoral Area "D" Representative 
Lynne Ewing, Ministry of Employment and Investment, Victoria 
Jim Farley, Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce 
Darryl Goodrich, BC Tel, Prince George 
Gerri Goulet, Ministry of Education, Skills and Training, Dawson Creek 
.lack Hannam, Chetwynd and Area "I;" Economic Development Commission 
Harald Hansen, City of Dawson Creek 
Councillor Wilma Harms, Village ofPouce Coupe 
Mayor Joe Judge, Village ofPouce Coupe 
Charles Kux-Kardos, Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce 
Lynda Lafleur, Chetwynd and Area "E" Economic Development Commission 
Paul Landry, BC Trucking Association, Port Coquitlam 
Jessie Lees, Community Futures, Dawson Creek 
Mayor Blair Lekstrom, City of Dawson Creek 
Moon Mah, Rotary Club, Dawson Creek 
Colin Magee, Ministry of Employment and Investment, Victoria 
Lynda Martin, Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce 
Michael Martin, Northeast Native Advancing Society, Fort St. John 
Estelle Mayoh, Labour Market Consultant, Dawson Creek 
Gus McLeod, Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce 
Tom Moran, Remax, Dawson Creek 
Blaine Nicholson, Northern Lights Real Estate Board, Dawson Creek 
Jim Noble, City of Dawson Creek 
Roy Norrish, BC Tel, Prince George 
Ken Nygaard, Ministry of Attorney General, Victoria 
Dave Owens, Community Futures, Dawson Creek 
Elaine Peterson, City of Dawson Creek 
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Don Pettit, Citizens Advisory for Environmental Research, Dawson Creek 
Ian Pickering, Ministry of Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Dawson Creek 
Bud Powell, Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce 
Frank Pullen, BC Tel, Kelowna 
Ted Sandhu, Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce 
Michael Sawyer, Human Resources Development Canada, Vancouver 
Tim Shields, Rotary Club, Dawson Creek 
Gerry Slykuis, Dawson Creek and District Hospital 
Wayne St. Dennis, Northeast Native Advancing Society, Fort St. John 
Mac Taylor, Kiwanis Enterprise Centre, Dawson Creek 
Martin Thomas, Ministry of Municipal Affairs, Victoria 
John:Vetter, Kiwanis, Dawson Creek 
Dave Woodske, Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries & Food, Dawson Creek 

PUBLIC WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 

Approximately two dozen people participated in the Public Workshop. The following 
individuals are those who signed the attendance sheet: 

Mona Biggin, HE&H Developments 
Marilyn Crouch, Visitor Information Centre 
Tim Erickson, Peacelander 
Frank Grant, City of Dawson Creek Councillor 
R.C. Hamilton, Retired 
Calvin Kruk, CJDC 
Bill Lawrence, Retired 
Blair Lekstrom, City of Dawson Creek Mayor 
Dave,Martin, City of Dawson Creek Councillor 
Ted Sandhu, City Furniture and Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce 
Wayne Schmidt, HE&H Developments 
Brian Schmidt, HE&H Developments 
Sam Side, Sam Side Agencies Ltd. 
Alvin Stedel, McIntyre's Auto Parts 
Tim Thompson, D.C. BeverageslBusy Bee Services 
Kirk Ward 
Ken Watson, Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce 
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APPENDIX III 

REFERENCE MATERIAL 

Alliance Pipeline Ltd., Background Briefing Information, 1998. 

BC Hydro, Business Retention and Expansion Program, March 1997. 

BC Parks, Northern Explorer Visitor's Guide, 1997. 

BC Slats, PEOPLE Projection Statistics: Peace River, May 1997. 

BC Tel, Kamloops Advanced Telecommunications Initiative, January 1998. 

BC Trucking Association, Energy Efficient Motor Vehicles: Submission to the Minister of 
Transportation & Highways, December 10, 1996. 

City of Dawson Creek, Official Community Plan, 1996 

City of Dawson Creek, Economic Development Strategy, 1993. 

City of Dawson Creek, Community Profile, 1998. 

Community Futures Development Corporation of Peace Liard, Three-Year Business Plan, 
December 1997. 

Dawson Creek & District Chamber of Commerce, Dawson Creek: Build Your Future Here, 
1998. 

Dawson Creek Infocentre, Travel InfoNetwork Statistics Program, 1996 and 1997. 

Kiwanis Enterprise Centre, Labour Market Information, prepared for Human Resources 
Development Canada, November and December 1997. 

Ministry of Environment, Lands & Parks, Recent Trends in Outdoor Recreation by British 
Columbians: A Summary, 1994. 

Ministry of Forests, Dawson Creek Forest District Recreation Map, January 1996. 

Ministry of Municipal Affairs, BC Neighbourhood Enhancement Program, 1998. 

Northern Lights College, Annual Report 1996/97, July 1997. 

Northern Lights College, Performance Plan 1997/98, September 1997. 

Northwest Transportation Corridor Task Force, Final Report, February 1997. 

North Peace Economic Development Commission, Rural Roads in the North Peace, 1998. 
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Peace River Agricultural Strategic Planning Society, Looking Back at Our Successes and 
Strategic Plan Review-Summary. 

Peace River Block Daily News, Gas News Positive, Says PRRD Chair, February 25, 1998. 

Peace River Block Daily News, Oil and Gas Sales Bring $10.4 Million, February 25,1998. 

Peace River Block Daily News, Regional Tourism Expected to Boom, March 9,1998. 

Peace River-Liard Regional District, By-Law No. 491: Joint Venture Economic 
Development Commission, March 1986. 

Pipe Line & Gas Industry, What's Ahead in 1998, January 1998. 

Price Waterhouse and The ARA Consulting Group, Tourism Industry Product Overview, 
prepared for Tourism BC and the Council of Tourism Associations, 1996. 

Science Council ofBC, Information Package. 

Statistics Canada, Census of Canada, 1991. 

The Edmonton Journal, Alliance Looks For Foothold, February 13, 1998. 

The Financial Post, Canadian Markets 1997. 

The Mirror, Community Events Calendar, Winter 1998. 

The Peace River Alaska Highway Tourist Association, 1995 Regional Travel Guide: 
Conversion Study, June 1997. 

The Peace River Alaska Highway Tourist Association, Peace River Alaska Highway Travel 
Guide. 

The Peace River Alaska Highway Tourist Association, Adventure Guide. 

The Peace River Alaska Highway Tourist Association, Tour & Travel Planner. 

The Peace River Alaska Highway Tourist Association, Canoeing, Fishing, Hiking 
Pamphlets. 

The Vancouver Sun, Alliance Has No Quarrel With Fair Share Scheme, February 12, 1998. 

Vernon Publications, The Milepost, Spring 1997. 

Village ofPouce Coupe, Economic Development Strategy, 1994. 

Village ofPouce Coupe, Official Community Plan, 1997. 
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